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Abstract

In this master thesis, we present the results of a risk analysis, performed on the generic commu-
nication architecture of an in-vehicular Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), or ITS Station.
Subsequently, based on the risk analysis results, prioritised hard- and software requirements for an
ITS Station are argued. These requirements are reconsidered when we partition the generic com-
munication architectures on several hardware components. Finally, recommendations for designing
an ITS Station are provided.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Modern society strongly depends on transport, yet it comes at a price. The Europe Union (EU)
counts over 40,000 casualties and 1,7 million injured persons by road transport accidents a year, of
which 93% were due to human error. Also, about 10% of the road network is congested everyday,
resulting in 1% GDP loss yearly [3]. And finally, road transport absorbs over 42% of EU’s total oil
consumption [3]. These figures show that current transport safety and efficiency are insufficient.

An intelligent transport system could increases traffic safety and efficiency. Such a system should
not only combine vehicle’s own sensory information, but also sensory information of surrounding
vehicles and other traffic infrastructure units (e.g., traffic lights). As the vehicle topology is highly
dynamic, vehicles should share their sensory information in an ad-hoc and wireless fashion. Such a
system—digitally interconnecting vehicles and infrastructures—is jointly referred to as an Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS).

Basically, every vehicle that contains a so-called ITS Station communicates on radio channels
dedicated to ITS. The ITS Station will create some sort of a radio “bubble” which it will listen to
and broadcast information on. Other ITS Stations, within this “bubble”, will receive the broadcast
information, e.g., such as periodic traffic safety messages. Periodic traffic safety messages contain
vehicle conditions such as, for example, vehicle’s geographical location, direction, dimension and
speed. In case the ITS Station recognises a safety-critical situation, it may decide to broadcast
more detailed safety messages (i.e., messages with additional information, e.g., “Road obstacle at
location x ”).

Furthermore, the exchange of messages not only can be used to increase traffic safety, but
to increase convenience in transport as well. For example, ITS applications can reduce traffic
congestion and provide info- and entertainment services to the driver. Also, driver convenience could
be increased by creating so-called “vehicle trains”, i.e., vehicles in such a “train” will automatically
follow their predecessor at a fixed but safe distance. Of course, once secure Vehicle-to-X (i.e.,
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I)) communications are at hand, many
other ITS and non-ITS applications and services become possible.

Currently, ITS and ITS Stations are studied, discussed and developed by a network of Intelligent
Transport Systems and Services stakeholders, such as public authorities, industry players, infras-
tructure operators, users organisations, international ITS associations, standardisation institutes,
consortia and other organisations. Many of the stakeholders are connected to one or more umbrella
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1.1. RELATED WORK CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

foundations such as ITS Europe (ERTICO) [21], ITS America [28] and ITS Japan [29]. The ITS
World Congress [30] provides a platform for global manifestation of the newest innovations, ideas
and progress on ITS development.

Furthermore, the Car-2-Car Communication Consortium [15] (C2C-CC) is a non-profit industy-
driven organisation, initiated by European vehicle manufacturers and supported by equipment
suppliers, research organisations and other partners. The C2C-CC closely cooperates with European
and international standardisation organisations, of which in particular, ETSI TC ITS. The main
goal of the C2C-CC is to help development and release of an open European standard for ITS. NXP
Semiconductors N.V. is one of the equipment suppliers. Aside from supplying, NXP Semiconductors
N.V. also has an advisory role in the C2C-CC towards the ITS standardisation process.

However, if the security of such rich-featured ITS is insufficient, it may help people with malicious
intent. This means, for example, that ITS data, such as periodic traffic safety messages, must be
verifiable with respect to their integrity and authenticity. Not only at communication external
to vehicles should this be verifiable, but on communication internal to the ITS Station as well.
An attacker could, for example, modify traffic safety messages after they have been successfully
validated with respect to their integrity and authenticity by a sub-component of the receiving ITS
Station. Dozens of such threats to the internal working of an ITS Station exist and are important
to be taken into account during designing ITS and ITS Stations. That is, a security analysis on
the abstract and concrete ITS Station architecture is necessary.

1.1 Related Work

In previous section we pointed out the necessity of a security analysis on the architecture of an
ITS Station. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)—which has been
assigned the task to support the interoperability of co-operative systems for intelligent transport in
the European community by the European Commission [18]—performed and published a Threat,
Vulnerability and Risk Analysis (TVRA) on ITS [7]. This analysis provides a comprehensive set
of threats, their potential undesirable consequences, corresponding risk estimations and possible
countermeasures. However, for the sake of scoping, ETSI’s TVRA assumes the ITS Station to be
a single entity (or node) which is secure. That is, the ITS Station is assumed to be trusted and
thus communications and actions performed within the ITS Station are considered to be secure.
However, this is not necessarily the case. Our risk analysis withdraws this assumption and performs
a TVRA, similar to ETSI’s TVRA, but now focused on the ITS Station’s internals. But, as currently
no actual ITS Station implementation exists, the analysis is performed from the perspective of the
abstract ITS Station architecture.

Furthermore, in contrast to ETSI’s TVRA, the EVITA project [23] does focus on in-vehicle
communication security. The objective of the EVITA project is to design, verify and prototype
a security architecture for securing the communication between security-relevant nodes (e.g., ITS
Station, human-machine interfaces, board-computer) and protection of sensitive data. Their archi-
tecture provides security features like secure tamper-resistant data storage, data encryption, node
authentication etcetera. However, EVITA considers the ITS Station as a node in the in-vehicular
network to which their security architecture can be “attached”. But, the ITS Station consists of
several components (i.e., sub-nodes), each of which have different security requirements, as will be
pointed out in this thesis. For example, the ITS Station will comprise a radio transceiver on the
roof of the car and a CPU near the vehicle’s board computer. This gives rise to the question where
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1.2. RESEARCH GOALS CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

to attach the EVITA security module: the radio transceiver, the CPU or to both? To answer this
question, more knowledge on the internal working of an ITS Station is required. Hence, securing
an ITS Station by attaching an EVITA security module is not a trivial task. Furthermore, the
EVITA project provides comprehensive attack trees and potential countermeasures. However, they
do not differentiate on the means (i.e., threat agents) which enable exploitation of certain vulnera-
bilities. Our risk analysis does differentiate on the threat agents per threat. The necessity for such
differentiation will be explained in Chapter 4 of this thesis.

1.2 Research Goals

The main goals of this research are twofold:

i) Analyse the requirements for an ITS Station—with respect to the information security—from
the abstract perspective. First, a risk analysis, on the abstract architecture of an ITS Station,
is required to find and evaluate the threats to an ITS Station. Second, based on the threats
and risk evaluation, security requirements for an ITS Station must be argued.

ii) Reconsider the requirements, found in i), for two potential (hardware) implementations of an
ITS Station. The requirements, argued in i), must be reconsidered as the actual implementation
of an ITS Station may change the requirements or even introduce new requirements.

Both research parts may help the design and developing a (more) secure ITS Station.

1.3 Thesis Outline

In the next chapter we will provide an overview on the “global” ITS architecture and Chapter 3 will
describe the architecture of a vehicular ITS Station. In Chapter 4 we will discuss the applied risk
analysis methodology, the attacker model and present the risk analysis results (of which the risk
estimations can be found in Appendix A). Then the hard- and software requirements are argued
for the logical architecture in Chapter 5 and for the hardware partitioning in Chapter 6. Finally,
we will recapitulate the findings of the risk analysis and provide design recommendations for ITS
Stations in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

Global ITS Architecture

As discussed in the introduction, traffic in Europe should become safer, more efficient and more
convenient. To achieve this, ITS must be designed, developed and penetrate the vehicle market. The
American Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) developed and approved an
amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard, the so-called IEEE 802.11p [25], to add Wireless Access
in Vehicular Environments (WAVE). This WAVE standard will be the base for interoperability
between ITS-compatible vehicles, i.e., vehicles equipped with an ITS Station. Furthermore, IEEE
and ETSI will standardise higher protocol stack layers and corresponding functionalities as well.
IEEE and ETSI cooperate in the ITS standardisation process, but both will publish their own
version of the standards. Although their standards do not differ fundamentally (i.e., in design and
security principles), they do in terminology. To prevent confusion, this thesis uses the ETSI ITS
standards as it is viewed from a European perspective.

2.1 System Goals

ITS has the following (high-level) goals.

• Traffic safety. ITS must increase the effectiveness of traffic accident prevention and mitigation
mechanisms. Where current mechanisms base their decisions on own in-vehicular sensory
information only, ITS will enable such decision-making on basis information from surrounding
vehicles as well; situational awareness will increase.

• Traffic efficiency. Aside from the impact to traffic safety, traffic congestion also financially
impacts on transport in Europe. Hence, traffic must become more efficient. ITS will enable
broadcast of more detailed and targeted traffic management information. Ad-hoc traffic
management (not involving authorities) will be enabled as well. For example, vehicles could
spread information on the vehicle density or traffic lights could broadcast advices for green
waves. Traffic efficiency could also be improved by systems such as, for example, a virtual
“train” of vehicles. Such “train” enables vehicles to virtually “attach” to its predecessor
(which, in return, may be attached virtually to its predecessor as well) and automatically
follow the predecessor at a safe distance but with the same speed. Basically, it is a more

7



2.2. SOME USE CASES CHAPTER 2. GLOBAL ITS ARCHITECTURE

(a) Stationary vehicle warning (from [5][Figure C.8]) (b) Electronic toll collect (from [5][Figure C.32])

Figure 2.1: Two ITS use cases

intelligent cruise-control system that adapts to the speed of your predecessor. Of course,
many other intelligent applications become possible, such as, for example, over-the-air toll-
payments.

• Driver convenience. Driver convenience is improved by safer and more efficient traffic. The
virtual “train” (as explained at the previous goal) also increases driver convenience, as the
attached vehicle will automatically follow its predecessor, hence not requiring further involve-
ment of the vehicle driver.

• Environmental impact. Minimising environmental impact, such as, for example, exhaust
gasses, is one of the goals of ITS as well [22]. More efficient traffic flow, i.e., shorter routes and
less traffic congestion, will be the most significant factor in decreasing environmental impact.

• Commerce. As ITS will only be really effective if a significant amount of vehicles are ITS-
compatible, implementing ITS in vehicles must be an attractive effort to vehicle manufac-
turers. This means, vehicle manufacturer’s customers must be willing to pay extra for ITS-
compatibility. However, safety and security are hard to sell; people generally prefer new
convenience features (e.g., multimedia services) over new safety and security measures (e.g.,
ABS). Hence, ITS should implement commercial services as well, such as, for example, in-
vehicle Internet access and info- and entertainment services.

2.2 Some Use Cases

ETSI discussed [5] some use cases for ITS, of which two are depicted in Figure 2.1a and 2.1b.
Figure 2.1a is a safety-critical traffic situation which can be detected (before the vehicle driver
could do) and a potential crash can be avoided. Figure 2.1b is an example in which ITS can help
improve traffic efficiency, in this case, by enabling electronic wireless toll payments.

2.3 Entities

ITS enables vehicles to communicate with other vehicles and infrastructure units (e.g., traffic lights).
Figure 2.2 sketches the “global” ITS architecture and shows all relevant entities for this security

8
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Figure 2.2: Intelligent Transport System (ITS) Overview (from [33, Figure 4])
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analysis; vehicles, Road-Side Units (RSUs), Certificate Authorities (CAs) and (third-party) service
providers.

• Vehicles
ITS-compatible vehicles contain a unique ITS Station (which will be defined and discussed in
Chapter 3). With this ITS Station the vehicle can communicate with other ITS-compatible
vehicles and ITS-compatible RSUs, e.g., traffic lights. During vehicle production, all necessary
technical and formal processes, corresponding to the ITS Station, are fulfilled. That is, the
vehicle is registered at authorities as is done currently as well, but additionally, cryptographic
attributes are installed and bound to that vehicle-specific ITS Station. These cryptographic
attributes will enable assurance of integrity and authenticity of ITS data, e.g., messages. For
example, digital signatures on ITS messages—i.e., messages broadcast by the ITS Station—
allow other (surrounding) ITS-compatible vehicles or RSU’s to verify the ITS message integrity
and authenticity.

• Road-Side Units
RSUs are also equipped with an ITS Station and have a fixed geographical location. However,
the main difference between a vehicle and a RSU (aside from their geographical locations)
is the privileges within ITS. RSUs may have different privileges, such as, for example, the
privilege to broadcast traffic light specific warning messages. An RSU could be contained in
many different devices, e.g., such as traffic lights, traffic and toll road barriers and info- and
entertainment service access points.

• Certificate Authorities
In order enable verifiability of integrity and authenticity of received ITS messages, and to
enable non-repudiation of received or transmitted messages, all ITS messages are digitally
signed. The trust in the digital signatures is established by the implementation of a public-
key infrastructure hierarchy (see Figure 2.3). In this hierarchy, the root certificate authority
(root CA) is the—trusted—security anchor. The root CA issues certificates to long-term
certificate authorities and pseudonym certificate authorities, both of which issue certificates
for the end users (i.e., ITS Stations) in turn. Long-term certificates will never be exposed
on the ITS radio network and will be used to request a set of short-term certificates. The
short-term certificates are used to digitally sign ITS messages that will be broadcast on the
ITS radio network. However, the ITS Station may select a short-term certificate. This enables
privacy as surrounding vehicles can not link a short-term certificate to a particular vehicle.
However, the periods between a change of short-term certificate is crucial to the level of
privacy it provides [14].

– Root Certificate Authority. The root CA is the security anchor for data integrity and
authenticity preservation in ITS and is comparable to root CAs as used for establishing
an HTTPS Internet connection. All ITS Stations will securely store the certificate of
one or more root CAs they trust, which will be used to verify integrity and authenticity
of “lower-level” certificates, e.g., such as certificates of long-term CAs, short-term CAs
and ITS Stations.

– Long-term Certificate Authority. A long-term CA issues certificates for ITS Stations.
The certificate of a long-term CA—which is signed by one or more root CAs—is used
to generate unique long-term certificates for ITS Stations. Long-term certificates are

10
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PCA

ITS StationITS StationITS Station
           Vehicle

CALTCA1.1

Root CA1

PCA1.1

ITS StationITS StationITS Station
      Roadside Unit

ITS StationITS StationITS Station
           Vehicle

Figure 2.3: Public-key infrastructure for ITS

ITS Stations-specific and will only be used to request anonymous short-term certificates
for ITS Stations. That is, long-term certificates are never exposed on the ITS radio
network 1.

– Short-term Certificate Authority. A short-term CA, or pseudonym CA, is compara-
ble with a long-term CA, but will only issue anonymous short-term certificates, or
pseudonym certificates, for ITS Stations. ITS Stations will use pseudonym certificates
to sign outgoing data and to verify integrity and authenticity of received communica-
tion. Although the link between the long-term certificates and the short-term certificates
should not be exposed on the ITS radio network for privacy reasons, the link may be
exposed for liability reasons. For example, misbehaving vehicles will need to be revocable
from the ITS network.

• Other Authorities Other ITS authorities are public agencies or corporations with administra-
tive powers and responsibilities, e.g., authorities for issuance and management of ITS Station
user identities and credentials.

2.4 Entity Intercommunication

The standard of choice for ITS traffic safety and efficiency-related (radio) communication is 802.11p[25].
The frequency range 5.85-5.96 GHz will be dedicated to ITS communications. This frequency

band contains five sub-bands, three of which are dedicated to safety-related communication (so-
called ITS G5A frequency band) and two of which to non-safety-related communication (so-called
ITS G5B frequency band). However, in this security analysis, the focus is on safety-related com-
munication only. Hence, for the rest of this thesis ITS radio network refers to the ITS G5A radio
frequency band.

1The ITS radio network will be explained and discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2.4: Radio “bubbles” for Vehicle-to-X communication

Basically, all ITS-compatible vehicles broadcast messages on the ITS radio network, thereby
creating some sort of radio “bubble” (see Figure 2.4), with a radius of around one kilometer;
creating an ad-hoc network. Message types can be divided into two groups, single-hop and multi-
hop messages. With single-hop messages, other ITS-compatible vehicles, within the range of the
message originator’s “bubble” will receive, interpret and act upon the broadcast messages. With
multi-hop messages, receiving vehicles may also decide to forward the message, thereby increasing
the range of a message. Multi-hop messages could, for example, warn vehicles on traffic jams.

The different types of ITS-related messages and the architecture of an ITS Station will be
explained and discussed in the next chapter.

12



CHAPTER 3

ITS Station Architecture

The ITS-Station is not only the bridging component between vehicles and infrastructures, it also
interprets and acts upon the ITS messages. Consequently, the ITS Station will not only implement
a communication interface (e.g., for ITS radio network connectivity), but also a local virtual map,
containing the vehicle’s “situational awareness” which safety-related ITS applications act upon.

3.1 Reference Architecture

ETSI defined [6] an ITS reference architecture, or communication protocol stack for ITS (see Fig-
ure 3.1), which follows the principles of the well-known OSI model (ISO/IEC 7498-1) for layered
communication protocols. OSI layers 1 and 2 are mapped to the Access Layer, OSI layers 3 and
4 to Network Layer 1 and OSI layer 5, 6 and 7 are mapped to the Facility layer. The Application
Layer presents the ITS Station applications that employ ITS Station services. The Management
Layer manages communication internal to the ITS Station. The Security Layer provides security
services to all protocol stack layers. Basically, the Management and Security Layers are vertically
aligned to emphasise the fact that both layers are an integral part of all protocol stack layers.
All protocol stack layers comprise a set of tasks and services, which will be described here briefly.
More details on the tasks and services can be found in [6].

• Access layer. The Access Layer consist of two sub-layers. The physical layer (PHY) which
physically connects the ITS Station to communication meda (e.g., ITS radio network). And
the data link layer (DLL) which in turn comprises two sub-layers; the medium access control
(MAC), for managing access to the communication medium, and logical link layer (LLC).
More information about the (physical aspects of the) Access Layer can be found in [4].

• Network layer. The Network Layer implements one or several networking protocols (e.g.,
IPv6) and one or several transport protocols (e.g., UDP).

• Facility layer. The Facility Layer provides application support, information support, com-
munication support and session support. The Facility Layer at least provides the following

1In fact, ETSI defined the Network layer as Networking & Transport layer, but for readability reasons, this layer
is referred to as Network Layer in this thesis.
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Figure 3.1: ITS Station reference architecture

functionalities or services:

– Local Dynamic Map (LDM). Maintaining a virtual map of the (estimated) situational
awareness, which traffic safety-relevant applications will act upon. This map may in-
clude lane-specific information (e.g., curbs, pedestrian walking, bicycle paths) and road
furniture (e.g., traffic signs and traffic lights). Furthermore, all dynamic objects that are
directly sensed or indicated by other ITS Stations will be included in the LDM as well.

– Message management. Management of event-triggered messages, periodic messages and
service messages (which will be discussed in Section 3.3).

– Data representation. Message coding and decoding.

– Position and time. Providing geographical positions of the ITS Station and the actual
(local) time.

• Application layer. The Application Layer contains road safety, traffic efficiency and other ITS
applications, which will employ the information presented by the Facility Layer.

• Security Layer. The Security Layer at least provides the following functionalities or services:

– Secure processing and storage (e.g., by a hardware security module)

– Authentication, authorisation and profile management.

– Management of identities, cryptographic keys and certificate.

– Firewall and intrusion management.

14
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• Management Layer. The Management Layer at least provides the following functionalities or
services:

– Management of cross-interfacing, networking, communication, ITS applications, ITS Sta-
tion and more.

– Management of general congestion control.

3.2 Security Features

Security is an integral part of ITS message processing. In general, all protocol stack layers will
apply and verify the plausibility and trustworthiness of ITS messages, however, each by different
mechanisms and on different parts of the ITS message contents.

As explained in Chapter 2, integrity and authenticity of safety-related messages (broadcast on
the ITS radio network) are cryptographically protected by a digital signature.

• Access layer. The Access Layer adds and verifies an error detection code (i.e., checksum value
of the message) for detection of transmission errors. Note, this does not detect malicious mod-
ifications to messages as an attacker could change the message and recompute the checksum
value.

• Network layer. The Network Layer adds and verifies digital signatures of ITS messages and
may encrypt or decrypt (non-safety related) ITS messages. Due to radio bandwidth restric-
tion, C2C-CC agreed on applying only one digital signature per ITS messages, instead of
applying one digital signature per protocol stack layer (which would have enabled stronger
security guarantees on ITS messages at all protocol stack layers).

• Facility layer. The Facility Layer estimates the plausibility of ITS message by reflecting
message contents to the current estimated situation (presented by the LDM). Furthermore, it
manages credentials and authorisation tickets (for granting ITS messages, processes or users
access to certain ITS Station services).

• Application layer. The Application Layer contains ITS applications, e.g., such as traffic
safety- and efficiency-related applications. Safety-related applications, for example, identify
safety-critical situations in traffic, on basis of information that the Facility Layer provides.

• Management Layer and Security Layer. Actually, previous protocol stack layers do not im-
plement the security and management mechanisms, they invoke the such mechanisms at the
Management Layer or Security Layer. However, to indicate at what protocol stack level which
security-related operations are performed, we mapped the operations to corresponding layers.

3.3 Message Types

ETSI differentiates between three types of ITS messages.
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Periodic messages

Every ITS-compatible vehicle will periodically broadcast so-called Cooperative Awareness Messages
(CAMs). CAMs are broadcast at a 1-10 Hz rate (depending on the traffic situation) and provide
information of vehicle presence, positions, movement, sensor information and more to neighbouring
ITS Stations (i.e., ITS Stations within the radio “bubble”). These messages are single-hop, which
means that they will not be forwarded. Furthermore, CAMs are broadcast using the GeoNetworking
communication protocol, which is defined in [10] and which will be discussed later in this chapter.
More information on CAMs can be found in [9].

Event-triggered messages

Some traffic or vehicular events (e.g., collision warning) may trigger broadcasting event messages,
which typically are Decentralized Environmental Notification messages (DENMs). Event-triggered
messages contain management information (e.g., event evolution or reliability level), situational
information (e.g., event cause, type and time criticality) and location information (e.g., (estimated)
event positions and event notification relevance area). More details on DENMs in [8]).

Service messages

Connections to (third-party) services are managed via service messages. These messages are not
relevant to traffic safety, they are not broadcast on the ITS radio channel, but on the ITS G5B
radio channel. More details on such message can be found in [27]).

3.4 Message Flow

In general, ITS messages are inbound (i.e., received from the ITS radio network) or outbound (i.e.,
broadcast on the ITS radio network). The red arrow in Figure 3.2a depicts the flow of inbound ITS
messages the blue arrow in Figure 3.2b depicts the flow of outbound ITS messages. The dashed
lines indicate the possibility of every protocol stack layer not to perform any (or all) security-related
actions on the ITS messages. Also, the ITS messages may be forwarded first before their trustwor-
thiness is verified, e.g., for performance reasons.
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3.5 Message Formats

ETSI released a basic set of applications (BSA) [5] which an ITS Station must have implemented,
such as, for example, active road safety, cooperative traffic efficiency, cooperative local services and
global Internet services. The ITS applications use information that is provided by ITS messages,
e.g., such as CAMs. Figure 3.2 depicts the CAM message formats per protocol stack layer. Further-
more, “Digested CAM” is the CAM data after it has been decoded and processed by the Application
Support Service at the Facility layer.

ITS messages for BSA support, e.g., such as the CAM, are encapsulated by a Basic Transport
Protocol (BTP) [12], which in turn is encapsulated by a GeoNetworking [10] (GN) message.

Most important observation from Figure 3.2 is that the Network Layer applies and verifies digital
message signatures (“Msg sig.”). C2C-CC agreed on applying and verifying the digital signatures
of ITS messages at the Network Layer.

3.5.1 Hop Counter

GeoNetworking message headers are not completely secured by the digital signature; some infor-
mation is mutable (e.g., the hop-limit for multi-hop communication) and therefore can not be
signed. Such information is put in the “GN header” instead of the “GN secured header”. Or
can the hop-limit be secured? Although resolving this issue not really falls into the scope of
the security analysis on the ITS Station’s internal working, it may help to improve to make the
GeoNetworking standard more robust against attacks.

To limit the range of an ITS message (i.e., the geographical area that receives a (forwarded) ITS
message), a hop-limit (comparable with the Hop Limit in IPv6 or TTL in IPv4) will be present
in all such messages [11]. If the hop-limit has not reached the value 0 yet, every forwarding ITS
Station (hereafter referred to as a node) decrements the hop-limit by 1, else the message must
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not be forwarded. But, as the hop-limit is mutable information, it cannot be signed.
Clearly, a malicious node can originate and generate an ITS message, containing an exces-

sively high hop-limit to flood the ITS network. Intermediate and destination nodes can could
mitigate the risk by applying plausibility checks on the message, but this will require additional
computational resources. Furthermore, a malicious intermediate node could carry out the following
attacks [37]:

• Increment the hop-limit

– In case of broadcasting safety-related ITS messages, the hop-limit is only utilised for
range limitation (instead of also providing route discovery information). But, malicious
incrementing the hop-limit increase the range of the ITS message, thus inflicting un-
necessary bandwidth usage and affecting availability of the ITS network.

– Seemingly decreasing the travelled path of the message—i.e., the number of times it is
forwarded—which affects routing protocols, e.g., such as AODV Routing [34]. Whenever
such routing protocol determines the most efficient route based on the number of hops
(contrary to Geographic (Position-Based) Routing protocols) an attacker thereby can
increase the chance of being included in the selected route. Being part of a selected
route could enables message eavesdrop, injection, modification and deletion.

• Decrement the hop-limit 0 or more than 1 times.

– Maliciously decrementing the hop-limit could cause the message not to reach the (com-
plete) intended destination area (i.e., area of relevance for the message), thereby affecting
availability of ITS messages.

– Seemingly increasing the travelled path of the message, which affects routing protocols
(which base the most efficient route on the number of hops). Hence, an attacker decreases
the change of being included in the selected route. Not part of a selected route could
affect availability of ITS messages at other ITS Stations. Although an ITS Station could
also just discard the ITS message, decrementing the hop-limit will be harder to detect
by neighbouring ITS-compatible vehicles.

To secure the hop-limit against malicious modifications, it must be assured that this hop-limit
can only and must only be decremented exactly once by forwarding nodes.

Zapata et al. proposed a solution [37], based on a hash-chain and digital signatures, to protect
the hop-limit from maliciously increases. The hash-chain is used for gaining irreversibility of
the hop-count (i.e., cryptographically secured from increasing). The digital signature (which is
already present for ITS messages), enables verifiability of integrity of the hop-limit. Nevertheless,
maliciously decrementing the hop-limit is not protected by this mechanism.

In the proposed solution, the message originator selects the intended number of maximum hops,
Max HL, randomly selects a secret seed, s, s ∈R R, computes the “top” of the hash-chain, H Top,
by hashing s Max HL times (H Top = HMax HL(s)) and computes the first (pre-image) of H Top,
h = H1(s). Now, the message originator adds includes H Top and Max HL to the digital signature,
and includes H Top, Max HL, h and the hop limit (i.e., the actual “hop counter”), hl = 0, to
the message. Note, the integrity and authenticity of H Top and Max HL is assured by the digital
signature.

On reception, the receiver checks if HMax HL-hl(h) = Top HL. If this equality holds, hl has not
been decreased en route, assuming no one but the message originator knows s.
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Figure 3.3: Communication protocol for securing the hop-limit

For example, assume A would like to communicate with B and sends a corresponding routing
request (as defined in AODV [34]) to B, with Z1, Z2 forwarding the message sequentially to B (i.e.,
A→ Z1 → Z2 → B). Furthermore, lets assume A sets Max HL = 4. Then Z1 received the unsigned
(mutable) values hl’, h’ and the signed (immutable) values Max HL = 4, H Top. Z1 then computes
hl’’← hl’ + 1 and checks if

HMax HL - hl’’(h) = H4−1

= H(H(H(h)))

= H(H(H(H(s))))

= H4(s)

?
= HMax HL(s)

= H Top

If the equality holds, Z1 computes h’’ = H(h), replaces hl’,h’ by hl’,h’’ respectively and
forwards the message. Figure 3.3 depicts the communication protocol for securing the hop-limit.

Although an adversary could still maliciously increment hl multiple times or keep it remain un-
modified [24], when Max HL is protected by the message digital signature, integrity of the “intended
hop limit” is still verifiable.

What are the implications on the performance and capacity of the ITS radio channel? Max HL

requires one byte extra and h, Top HL both require one time the size of the applied hash algorithm
output, per ITS message. Note that hl would be included in the original (unprotected) set-up form
already, hence does not introduce additional bytes. Thus, the message size increases with one byte
plus two times the size of the applied hash output. If, for example, SHA-256 is the applied hash
algorithm, the message size increases with 2 ∗ 32 + 1 = 65 bytes, which is around 25% of a typical
ITS safety message (∼256 bytes)

Previous analysis indicates that Zapata’s method will introduce an inapplicable overhead safety-
related ITS messages. However, this method could still be applied to improve security of ad-hoc
routing protocols that base decisions on the hop-limit.
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However, Zapata’s solution could be improved by implicitly including H Top to the message,
hence saving 32 bytes on the ITS message. Receiving nodes then first extract H Top from the
message by calculating

HMax HL - hl’(h) = H Top’

Now, the message receiver includes H Top’ to the received message (at a standardised location of
the message) and verifies the digital signature subsequently. Whenever the digital signature is in
accordance with the provided ITS message data and calculated H Top’, the receiver knows that
H Top’ = H Top, and, moreover, that hl is not decremented.

This method saves around 50% (i.e., 32 bytes) on Zapata’s method, thereby not increasing typi-
cal ITS messages with around 25% (i.e., 65 bytes) but with around 12.5% (i.e., 33 bytes). However,
the latter method still requires any receiving nodes to hash h Max HL − hl times. As the current
ETSI standard reserved one byte for the (unprotected form of the) hop counter [10], a forwarding
node may need to hash h Max HL− hl = 255− 1 = 254 times. Although the computational impact
may be negligible when hashing is hardware accelerated, the increase in message size will probably
not be negligible. In particular not for periodically broadcast safety messages (e.g., CAMs), which
are broadcast at 1-10Hz rate, during crowded traffic.

Further research is required to determine the exact impact on the ITS applications when the
hop-limit is not secured.

Furthermore, route discovery protocols could also use the GPS location of ITS Stations. How-
ever, to secure such routing protocols, the GPS locations of intermediate nodes would need to be
secured as well.

Finally, the GeoNetworking protocol [10] also defines a TTL value, which defines the remaining
time-to-live of an ITS message, in milliseconds. Although this TTL could be used to limit the range
of an ITS message as well, it is not included in the digital signature either. Intermediate nodes will
decrease the TTL value and therefore cannot be included in the digital signature either. However, if
all ITS Stations would have a synchronised clock, every ITS Station could compute the remaining
TTL’ by subtracting the current time with the time of signature generation (i.e., time that the ITS
message was signed). Whenever for the resulting value, TTL’, it does not hold that 0 < TTL’ ≤ TTL,
the message should be discarded (as the time-to-live has exceeded).
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CHAPTER 4

Risk Analysis

In this chapter, we will discuss the applied risk analysis methodology, the attacker model and the
analysis results.

4.1 Approach

In order to obtain a better view on the security risks for an ITS Station, a Threat, Vulnerability and
Risk Analysis (TVRA) is performed on the logical architecture (i.e., on the ‘level’ of protocol stack
layers, as described in Figure 3.1). In this chapter we discuss the applied risk analysis methodology,
its scope (Target of Evaluation), corresponding assets and the attacker model. In Section 4.5 we
will discuss the results of the security analysis.

To avoid potential misunderstandings on the meanings of assets, countermeasures, risks, threats,
treat agents and vulnerabilities, their definitions [1] are listed below.

Asset. Anything that has value to the organisation, its business operation and its continuity.

Countermeasure. Countermeasures protects the asset(s) against threats.

Risk. The potential that a given threat will exploit vulnerabilities of one or more assets,
thereby causing harm to the organization.

Threat. Potential cause of an unwanted incident that affects one or more assets.

Threat agent. Anything that can exploit a vulnerability.

Vulnerability. A weakness of one or more assets that can be exploited by one or more
threats.

4.2 Method

To comply with a widely accepted method for performing this Threat, Vulnerability and Risk
Analysis (TVRA), this thesis applies the guidelines as specified in ETSI’s Threat, Vulnerability and
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Risk Analysis; Method and Proforma [1]. These guidelines are based on the guidelines, specified in
ISO/IEC 15408, which in turn complies with the guidelines, specified in The Common Criteria for
Information Technology Security Evaluation [19] (CC). Hence, by applying ETSI’s TVRA method-
ology, the risk analysis results can be used in the context of a CC evaluation. The risk analysis will
result in a risk estimation for each threat. Risks evaluate in one of the following three levels:

• Minor. No essential assets are concerned, or the attack is unlikely. Threats causing minor
risks have no primary need for countermeasures.

• Major. Threats on relevant assets are likely to occur although their impact is unlikely to be
fatal. Major risks should be handled seriously and should be minimized by the appropriate use
of countermeasures.

• Critical. The primary interests of the providers and/or subscribers are threatened and the
effort required from a potential attacker’s to implement the threat(s) is not high. Critical risks
should be minimized with highest priority.

The main difference between ETSI’s and CC’s methodologies is that CC assumes the system
design being complete, thus the analysis assesses the risks of already mitigated threats. Whereas the
purpose of ETSI’s TVRA is to identify vulnerabilities that require countermeasures, by assessing
the risks of threats which are not mitigated yet.

We intend our risk analysis to be compliant with ETSI’s methodology. However, some deviations
from it were necessary, as will be motivated now.

Opportunity factor

The “opportunity” of an attack is the time window that access to the asset is required to execute
the attack, as well as the number of required assets. An example of an asset is a smart card that
contains confidential information. Before the confidential information can be extracted maliciously,
perhaps multiple smart cards are required to learn the internal working of the smart card. The
opportunity values are

• Not needed. (“unnecessary”).

• Less than one day, or, number of assets ≤ 10. (“easy”.

• Less than a month, or, number of assets ≤ 50. (“moderate”).

• At least a month, or, number of assets ≤ 100. (“difficult”).

• Not possible. (“none”).

As will be discussed in Section 4.5, the most important assets of the ITS Station are correctness of
software and the integrity and authenticity of data. Moreover, ITS messages are public information,
as they are broadcast on a public radio channel. Consequently, many evaluations of the opportunity
factor would results in easy, thereby losing the granularity that this factor could provide to the risk
estimations.

In our opinion, the attack location (in the ITS Station) strongly determines the opportunity.
An attack which requires access to, for example, CPU’s internals is less opportune than when only
access on the communication interface between two hardware components is required.
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The CC states that there are multiple methods of representing and quantifying the attack factors
(e.g., such as the opportunity factor), and also, that other factors may be applicable for particular
ToE [19, p. 422].

For the purpose of our risk analysis, we rather speak of “accessibility” than of “opportunity”.
Hence, the factor opportunity is renamed and (partly) redefined:

• Not needed (“unnecessary”).

• Less than one day, or, access between protocol stack layers (“easy”).

• Less than one month, or, access between protocol stack layer components (“moderate”).

• At least a month, or, access on/in protocol stack layer component(s) (“difficult”).

• Not possible (“none”).

Intensity factor

Similar to previous deviation to ETSI’s methodology, the “intensity” factor of successfully executed
attack states the number of affected assets (“instances”). Possible intensity “values” are

• 1 instance.

• Moderate number of instances.

• High number of instances.

However, ETSI TVRA considers one ITS Station as one instance. Although attacks on the ITS
Station (internals) may affect multiple (surrounding) ITS Stations, it is more interesting to know
what the impact of an attack at a certain place inside the ITS Station would be. That is, will the
impact of the attack propagate to other protocol stack layers and will such attack be detectable?
Hence, for the purpose of our risk analysis, the intensity “values” are redefined to

• Affects only this protocol stack layer.

• Affects multiple protocol stack layers, but is detectable.

• Affects multiple protocol stack layers and is not detectable.

Threat agent

ETSI TVRA does not differentiate on the way a certain attack is performed, i.e., by which threat
agent. However, in our opinion, this is a crucial aspect to take into account when assessing the
risks of a certain threat. For example, ETSI TVRA states that the required knowledge to execute a
successful “Denial of access to incoming messages”-attack is restricted, i.e., it requires ”knowledge,
shared under a Non-Disclosure Agreement among developer organisations”. However, such attack
could easily be performed by a radio jammer which only requires knowledge of publicly available
information 1. Also, ETSI categorised the “required equipment” to perform such attack as spe-
cialised, i.e., ”not readily available, but can be acquired without undue effort”. However, radio
jammers (with frequency agility) are readily available on the market [36]. Whenever ETSI would

1ITS radio network and corresponding communication standards are publicly available in international standards.
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have differentiated between threat agents for each threat, it would result in more accurate risk
estimations and, consequently, risk removal or mitigation could be prioritised more accurate.

Our risk analysis does differentiate between threat agents, when assessing the risk of a threat.

Attack locations

ETSI TVRA does not differentiate on the place in the ITS Station where the attack is performed.
For example, “modification of transmitted ITS messages” is considered to be a “Critical” risk, which
is an accurate risk estimation if ITS messages are not secured against malicious modifications. How-
ever, in our risk analysis, ITS messages are assumed to be digitally signed before being broadcast.
This means, the digital signature will be verified at some place in the ITS Station. Modification of
ITS messages before this verification process will be detected at the verification, but modifications
of ITS messages after the verification process will go undetected, if no countermeasures are taken.

Hence, for the purpose of our risk analysis, we differentiate on the place of the attack in the ITS
Station, i.e., between the protocol stack layers Access Layer, Network Layer, Facility Layer, Appli-
cation Layer, Management Layer and Security Layer. Furthermore, each communication interface
is considered to be bi-directional, i.e., we do not differentiate between in- and outgoing messages
per protocol stack layer. The analysis of a protocol stack layer includes all of its communication
interfaces, which may lead to some redundancy in the analysis for adjacent protocol stack layers.

4.3 Target of Evaluation

The Target of Evaluation (ToE) is the reference architecture for the ITS Station (as described in
Chapter 3). Figure 4.1 depicts the ToE with the considered attack interfaces IDs (red coloured).
Note, not only ITS messages will be communicated within the ITS Station, also messages for cross-
layer management, station management and more [6]. In this analysis, such messages are referred
to as “management messages”.

Furthermore, a Human-Machine Interface (HMI) may be connected to the ITS Station, e.g., for
notifying the vehicle driver on the ITS Stations’ findings or actions, as well as for possible reconfig-
urations of the ITS Station. The HMI will be “connected” to the ITS Station through the Facility
Layer. This connection is not depicted in Figure 4.1. However, in the analysis, communication over
this connection is referred to as “user notifications” or “user configuration messages”.

4.4 Adversary Model

As the attacker could gain physical access to ITS Station(s), it may tamper with any associated
hardware component and is assumed to be capable of eavesdropping, injecting, modifying and
deleting any data contained in the ITS Station. The attacker is only limited by the security
measures, e.g., such as cryptographic measures or tamper-resistant hardware boxes.
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Figure 4.1: Target of Evaluation and attack locations

4.5 Results

In this chapter, we summarise the results of a Threats, Vulnerability and Risk Analysis (TVRA).
Appendix A lists the risk estimations. But first, the considered assets, threats and threat agents
are listed.

4.5.1 Assets

Crucial to traffic safety and efficiency is the correct operation of the ITS Station, i.e., the soft-
ware must be able to respond correctly and adequately to traffic situations. Although multiple
manufacturers will introduce ITS-compatible Stations (in the future), the Stations may differ on
the exact implementation. Hence, for this analysis we abstractly consider an ITS Station to be a
hardware box that comprises ITS-related processes and process data. Consequently, correctness,
trustworthiness and confidentiality of the processes and process data may need to be assured.

In the risk analysis, the following assets are considered.

1. Correctness of processes. Incorrect processes may lead to incorrect or inadequate responses
to traffic safety- or efficiency-related situations, even if, for example, trustworthiness of ITS
messages is assured. Hence, correctness of processes must be assured.

2. Trustworthiness of process data. Untrustworthy data (e.g., maliciously modified ITS mes-
sages) may lead to incorrect or inadequate responses to traffic safety- or efficiency-related
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situation, even if processes are correct. Hence, trustworthiness, i.e., integrity, authenticity
and plausibility, of process data must be assured. 2

3. Confidentiality of data. Clearly, confidential information, i.e., secret cryptographic material
and personal information, should not be compromised. Compromise of the former affects
assets 1 and 2, the latter will affect privacy. Also, compromise of manufacturer confidential
information, e.g., algorithms or other processes, may affect manufacturer’s businesses. Hence,
confidential information must not leak.

4.5.2 Threats

The following threats have been indicated and are considered in our risk analysis. Note, insecure
ITS Station components refers to incorrect or malicious ITS Station components. Furthermore,
some threats may enable other threats. For example, execution of insecure firmware may enable
modification of stored data, and vice versa.

1. Execution of insecure firmware. In this analysis, firmware refers to software on a (combi-
nation of) protocol stack layer(s) which is pre-installed during manufacturing. The firmware
operates the hardware and is comparable with “kernel-space” software. Furthermore, firmware
is considered to have unconditional access to all processes and data of the corresponding proto-
col stack layer. Hence, when executing insecure firmware at any protocol stack layer, assets 1,
2 and 3 of that particular protocol stack layer could be compromised. Also, assets at other
protocol stack layers may be affected, for example, when the Security Layer leaks its private
signing key (affecting asset 3), the trustworthiness provided by the digital signature is com-
promised (affecting assets 1 and 2). Hence, the ITS Station must be assured to execute secure
firmware.

2. Execution of insecure applications. In this analysis, applications refer to software that
is executed at the Application Layer, which is (pre-)installed by the manufacturer or a third-
party. Application runs “on top” of the Application Layer firmware and are comparable
to “user-space” software. In general, applications have have less privileges than firmware.
Hence, execution of insecure applications could affect assets 1, 2 and 3, but not necessarily.
Furthermore, assets at other protocol stack layers could be affected as well, for example,
when the Application Layer incorrectly alerts of a traffic safety-related situation, resulting in
incorrect broadcast of event-triggered ITS messages, possibly leading to accidents. Hence, the
ITS Station must be assured to execute secure applications.

3. Modification of stored data. Firmware and applications may store data. Incorrect mod-
ifications of stored data could lead to incorrect execution of software. Vice versa, incorrect
software could lead to incorrect modifications of stored data as well. Both threats could af-
fect assets 1, 2 and 3. For example, an attacker could modify the memory unit containing
the firmware to execute insecure firmware, therefore circumventing default firmware instal-
lation procedures. But, an attacker could also modify an application memory unit to inject
user notifications, thereby circumventing processes which generate such notification. Hence,
integrity, authenticity and confidentiality of the ITS Station must be assured.

2Note, authenticity implies integrity [31], but for clarity reasons, both properties are considered explicitly. More-
over, security measures such as checksum values do provide integrity of data, but not authenticity. Hence, explicit
discussion of integrity and authenticity properties is required sometimes.
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4. Injection, modification or deletion of messages en route ITS messages and man-
agement messages—exchanged between protocol stack layers—can be injected, modified or
deleted, thereby possibly affecting 1, 2 and 3.

5. Complete, selective or random DoS to processes A Denial of Service to hardware
or software may be the result of hard- or software corruption and will affect asset 1. Note,
injection, modification and deletion of messages could also lead to a DoS to certain hard- or
software, thereby possibly affecting assets 1, 2 and 3. For example, if all signature verification
requests, sent to the Security Layer, are deleted, then the Network Layer is denied access to
the Security Layer.

6. Eavesdropping All previous threats could lead to disclosure of confidential information
which affects asset 3 (clearly), as well as assets 1 and 2 (e.g., when digital signatures are be
compromised as well).

7. Repudiation of ITS message transmission or reception Safety-critical events will be
logged for liability reasons, hence require trustworthiness assurance. Any of the previous
threats could lead to compromise of such log-files, thereby possibly affecting assets 1, 2 and 3.

4.5.3 Threat Agents

In principle, any attack can originate from any logical entity in the ToE environment (see Figure 4.1)
and may target any of the assets (see Section 4.5.1). A threat agent is the means that enables
the exploitation of a vulnerability, possibly leading to one or more of the threats that have been
indicated in previous section. Note, a threat agent may results in a threat, but also “create” a
different threat agent. For example, injection of firmware updates by injecting messages may lead
to the execution of insecure firmware. On the other hand, execution of insecure firmware may lead
to malicious modifications to stored data. Nevertheless, although threat agents may overlap, they
are considered independently in the risk analysis.

Furthermore, attack locations refer to the locations as depicted in Figure 4.1. Attack interfaces
“Sx” and “Mx” refer to all interfaces to the Security Layer and Management Layer respectively 3.
Furthermore, the following terminology (defined in [1]) is used for the estimations of the development
difficulty of a threat agent.

• Standard. Readily available (possibly part of asset).

• Specialised. Not readily available, but can be acquired without undue effort.

• Bespoke. Not readily available, and requires high costs or is highly specialised.

The following terminology (defined in [1]) is used for the estimations of the utilisation difficulty of
a threat agent.

• Unnecessary. Access to the asset is not needed.

• Easy. Access to the asset for less that 1 day and attack interface is between ITS protocol
layers.

3Sx and Mx both refer to interface MS. This redundancy does not affect the analysis, hence can be neglected.
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• Moderate. Access to the asset for less that 1 day and attack interface is between ITS protocol
layer component(s).

• Difficult. Access to the asset for multiple days and attack interface is on/in ITS protocol layer
component(s).

• None. No opportunity exists.

The following threat agents are considered in this thesis.

1) Radio jammer. Any kind of equipment, capable of jamming the ITS radio network.

Attack location ITS radio network
Threats 1,2: When over-the-air software updates are jammed (i.e., blocked),

4: Deleting (i.e., jamming) messages en route (while in transport over
ITS radio network), 5: Making ITS radio network (partly) unavailable

Development
difficulty

Standard : Radio jammers with frequency agility are readily avail-
able [36].

Utilisation
difficulty

Easy : Whenever the targeted ITS Station(s) are within range of the
radio jammer.

2) Radio transceiving equipment. Any kind of radio transceiver, capable of communicating
with ITS Stations, including genuine but insecure ITS Stations.

Attack locations ITS radio network (any radio transceiver), all interfaces (genuine but
insecure ITS Stations).

Threats 1,2: e.g., masquerading genuine software author for over-the-air up-
dates. 3: sending outdated ITS messages. 4: e.g., replaying or for-
warding outdated ITS messages. 5: ITS radio network saturation. 6:
e.g., following a particular vehicle and observe its pseudonym certifi-
cate changes

Development
difficulty

Specialised : Genuine ITS Stations require little modifications to be-
come insecure. Non-genuine ITS Stations can be obtained without
undue effort as all development standards, as well as hardware, are
publicly available.

Utilisation
difficulty

Easy : Whenever the targeted ITS Station(s) are within range of the
radio transmitting equipment.

3) Malicious (non-ITS Station) equipment. We define the following three non-ITS Station
equipment, i.e., equipment not part of a genuine ITS Station.

a) Stored data monitoring or influencing device. Any kind of device, capable of moni-
toring, inserting, modifying or deleting stored or being processed data.
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Attack locations ToE environment, all interfaces.
Threats 1,2: if a software installation can be modified. 3: by definition. 5:

e.g., when corrupting critical firmware data. 6: e.g., when reading
plaintext data, stored in external memory. 7: e.g. when corrupting
log-files.

Development
difficulty

Specialised. Even when no or insufficient security measures for these
threats are applied, an attacker would still require familiarity with
the used ITS Station hard- and software.

Utilisation
difficulty

Difficult. Whenever physical access to the targeted ITS Station is
gained. Note, the actual execution of an attack may require signifi-
cantly less time of physical access to the targeted ITS Station(s) than
(is available) during development of the threat agent.

b) Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) equipment. Any kind of device, capable of monitoring,
inserting, modifying or deleting messages en route, i.e., message communicated between
protocol stack layers.

Attack locations ITS radio network, IN, NF, FA, Mx, Sx.
Threats 1,2: e.g., when modifying software updates en route. 4: by definition.

5: e.g., when deleting message to the Security Layer. 6: by definition.
7: by definition.

Development
difficulty

Specialised. Genuine ITS Stations require little modifications to be-
come insecure. Other non-ITS Station equipments which are capable
of modifying in-ITS Station communication can be developed without
undue effort and costs.

Utilisation
difficulty

Moderate. ITS radio network: whenever the targeted ITS Station is
within range of the radio transceiving equipment. Between ITS pro-
tocol stack layers or ITS protocol stack layer components, whenever
physical access to the targeted ITS Station(s) is gained. Nevertheless,
attack that require physical access to the targeted ITS Station(s) re-
quire the developer of the exploit and threat agent to be familiar with
the hard- and software of the the ITS Station.

c) Physical environment monitoring or influencing equipment. Any kind of device or
environmental parameter (e.g., magnetic fields), enabling monitoring or influencing any kind
of parameter in the ToE environment. For example, an attacker may deduce confidential
information from a electromagnetic side-channel [16].
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Attack locations All attack locations, including the ToE environment
Threats All. For example, data may get modified (1,2) corrupted (3,4,5) or

eavesdropped (6, and ITS Station components may become malfunc-
tioning (7).

Development
difficulty

Bespoke. Although the device may not be sophisticated, to discover
which actions lead to a “good” result will require a significant amount
of time (except for threat 7).

Utilisation
difficulty

Difficult. Physical access to a genuine ITS Station is required during
development, as well as during attack execution. However, the actual
execution of an attack may require significantly less time of physical
access to the targeted ITS Station(s).

4) Stolen or malfunctioning ITS Station (component(s)). Any stolen (genuine) ITS Station
(component).

Attack locations I, N, F, A, M, S
Threats 1,2: e.g., when stealing a memory unit of an emergency vehicle, pos-

sibly containing digital certificate with more privileges. 3: replacing
any data by interchanging ITS Station components of different ITS
Stations. 5: removing ITS Station components will typically result in
a malfunctioning ITS Station. 6: Stealing/copying the memory unit
which comprises Pseudonym Certificates of the attacked ITS Station
will affect its privacy. 7: e.g., by removing the memory unit which
comprises log-files.

Development
difficulty

Moderate. Stealing or destructing ITS Station components is fairly
easy, once physical access to the targeted ITS Station is gained. How-
ever, to exploit a stolen ITS Station component, the attacker must be
familiar with corresponding hard- and software.

Utilisation
difficulty

Moderate. Once physical access to the targeted ITS Station is gained,
stealing or destructing particular ITS Station components is easy to
moderate, depending on the type of components (e.g., an external
memory unit is stolen more easily than an in-CPU component.

5) Counterfeit, insecure ITS Station (component(s)). Any unauthentic (insecure) ITS Sta-
tion (component) that can substitute corresponding component(s) of the targeted ITS Station.

Attack locations I, N, F, A, M, S
Threats All threats, depending on the counterfeited component.
Development
difficulty

Bespoke. The attacker is required to be familiar with the to be coun-
terfeit ITS Station component(s).

Utilisation
difficulty

Moderate. Once physical access to the targeted ITS Station is gained,
the substitution is still considered to be relatively difficult.

6) Insecure application. Any insecure application, executed at the Application Layer. Note,
execution of insecure applications is a threat, but could also be the means to any of the defined
threats.
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Attack locations A.
Threats 1: if the application exploits a vulnerability in the Application Layer

firmware. 2: by definition, possibly affecting other applications as
well. 3,4,5,6: e.g., when the application processes confidential infor-
mation or generates user notifications.

Development
difficulty

Bespoke. Development environments for third-party applications may
be publicly available, which will make development of applications
significantly easier. However, to find an exploitable vulnerability in
the Application Layer software will require the attacker to be familiar
with the Application Layer, and possibly its firmware as well.

Utilisation
difficulty

Easy. Whenever an attacker is able to install applications by de-
fault installation procedures, installation of insecure applications will
be easy. Moderate. Whenever the attacker circumvents the default
installations procedures.

7) Insecure firmware. Insecure firmware at any protocol stack layer. Note, execution of insecure
firmware is a threat, but could also be the means to an other threat.

Attack locations I, N, F, A, M, S.
Threats All threats, as it gives unconditional privileges to the assets at the

attacked protocol stack layer. Assets at other protocol stack layers
may be affected as well.

Development
difficulty

Bespoke Development of insecure firmware that can be installed or
injected is considered to be very time-consuming and in-depth knowl-
edge of the internal working of the targeted ITS Station (protocol
layer) is required.

Utilisation
difficulty

Easy. Installation of insecure firmware by using default installation
procedures is considered to be easy, but may be detectable. Difficult.
Installation of insecure firmware by circumventing default installation
procedures (i.e., “firmware injection” is considered to be very difficult
as it will require physical access to the targeted ITS Station.
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CHAPTER 5

Security Analysis - Logical

In this section, the threats and estimated risks (see Appendix A) will be discussed, which will lead
to certain requirements for removing or mitigating the risks.

5.1 Preliminaries

In the risk analysis, certain assumptions and observations are made, which will support certain
requirements. Some requirements are protocol stack layer specific and will be denoted as

Requirement <protocol stack abbreviation >.<requirement number>,

e.g., Requirement F.2 denotes requirement 2 for the Facility Layer.

Furthermore, as explained in Chapter 4, risks are valued either Minor, Major or Critical. Based
on the risk estimations, this risk analysis will argue and prioritise requirements. Prioritisation is
conform the MoSCoW method [17]. That is,

• Minor risks map to a requirement that COULD be fulfilled.

• Major risks map to a requirement that SHOULD be fulfilled.

• Critical risks map to a requirement that MUST be fulfilled.

5.2 Analysis

For the risk analysis we assume the following:

Assumption 1. ITS messages are digitally signed before broadcast on the ITS radio network.

Assumption 2. Digital signatures include a time stamp of generation time.
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Assumption 3. Digital signatures for ITS messages are generated and verified the Network Layer
level of the protocol stack.

Assumption 4. If necessary, ITS messages are encrypted/decrypted at the Network Layer level of
the protocol stack. Note, safety-related ITS messages are public and therefore need not to be en-
crypted/decrypted.

Assumption 5. Only encrypted confidential information may be broadcast on the ITS radio network.

Additionally, the following definitions apply to the risk analysis. Other definitions will be described
along the way of the analysis.

Definition 1. Software refers to firmware and applications.

Definition 2. Insecure software is incorrect, i.e., containing design flaws or implementation faults,
or is malicious. Note, insecure firmware does not necessarily lead to a compromise of one of the
assets.

Definition 3. Software is considered installed whenever default installation procedures are not cir-
cumvented.

Definition 4. Software is considered injected whenever default installation procedures are circum-
vented.

Definition 5. ITS Station components are the hardware parts that (partially) implement one or more
ITS protocol stack layers.

5.2.1 Access Layer

5.2.1.1 Insecure firmware

The risk of execution of insecure firmware at the Access Layer is Minor , as the Access Layer does
not act upon the contents of the ITS message. Except for the threat agent ‘Radio transceiver’ which
has a Major risk, as masquerading a genuine software author for over-the-air software updates is
easier than by the other threat agents.

For inbound communication, the Access Layer converts the analog signals to a digital form
and, consecutively, forwards the MAC data of the (digital) ITS message to the Network Layer (see
Figure 3.2). For outbound communication, the Access Layer performs the reverse operation.

Observation 1. The Access Layer only converts between the (analog) ITS radio network and the (dig-
ital) in-ITS Station network, unconditionally of the contents of higher protocol stack layer messages.
Hence the Access Layer can be considered as (part of) the ITS radio network.

Because of Observation 1, the Access Layer firmware has lower security requirements higher
protocol stack layer firmware(s). Yet, if would be beneficial to prevent tampering with the Access
Layer’s functions.

Requirement I. 1. Access Layer firmware COULD be protected against malicious modifications.
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5.2.1.2 Modification of stored data

Taking into account Observation 1, malicious modifications to stored data (in the Access Layer) is
Minor risk. Hence, stored data could be secured against malicious.

Requirement I. 2. Data, stored at the Access Layer, COULD be protected against malicious modi-
fications.

5.2.1.3 Message injection, modification or deletion

Taking into account Assumptions 1 and 3 and Observation 1, ITS message injections or modification
are detectable at higher the Network Layer.

However, the Access Layer could delete ITS messages, which will go undetected at higher proto-
col stack layers. But, deletion of messages could also occur en route, i.e., at the ITS radio network
interface. Hence, it is considered to be a Minor risk.

Also, the Access Layer could inject ITS message by replaying recorded ones. Hence, replayed
ITS messages must be detectable at the higher protocol stack layers, e.g., by using the time stamp
that is present in each digital signature of the ITS message (see Assumption 2).

Observation 2. Each digital signature of an ITS message contains a time stamp, which can be
verified at the higher protocol stack layers. Hence, no additional mechanisms for replay detection
are required at the Access Layer.

Furthermore, the Access Layer could maliciously inject, modify or delete (over-the-air broadcast)
software updates for higher protocol stack layers. As the risks of execution of insecure firmware at
the higher protocol stack layers is estimated to be Major or Critical , integrity and authenticity of
software updates must be assured during the download phase (i.e., while in transit over the ITS
radio network).

Requirement 1. Integrity and authenticity of software updates MUST be assured when transmitted
on the ITS radio network.

5.2.1.4 Complete, selective or random DoS to processes

By Observation 1, the Access Layer is considered as (part of) the ITS radio network. Hence, only
services that use the ITS radio network can be denied access to.

A DoS to the ITS radio network is easily established by wire-cutting, damaging Access Layer
components or radio jamming. As the first two methods are mainly hardware issues, tamper-
resistant boxes will sufficiently mitigate such threats. Also, the ITS Station user could be notified
of a tampering attempt or malfunctioning ITS Station component by performing periodic built-in
self-tests (BISTs), e.g., during boot-time of the ITS Station.

Definition 6. A device is considered to be tamper-resistant if device tampering will not be beneficial
for the attacker.

Definition 7. A device is considered to be tamper-evident whenever unerasable evidence of device
tampering will be present.
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Requirement 2. The ITS Station components SHOULD be encapsulated in a tamper-resistant hard-
ware box. Additionally, the hardware box could be tamper-evident.

Also, damages or misconfiguration of the Access Layer could lead to a DoS of the ITS radio
network. Hence, integrity of the Access Layer must be verified during boot time and run time of
the ITS Station.

Requirement 3. The ITS Station MUST perform a check on hardware and software malfunctions
or misconfiguration during boot time (i.e., during a so-called “cold boot”). Also, it MUST notify
the ITS Station user on the results of the check. Additionally, if Requirement 2 is fulfilled, the
tamper-evidence COULD be part of the check procedure.

Note, the Access Layer configuration could also be modified maliciously by injecting, modifying
or deleting Management Layer messages . This will be discussed later, in Section 5.2.6.3

Radio jammers and radio transceivers could cause a DoS to ITS radio network as well, e.g., by
saturating the ITS radio network channels. ETSI discussed some countermeasures to these threats
in [7], but unfortunately none are applicable as they requiring severe redesign of the Access Layer
(standards).

Observation 3. ITS Stations, as currently standardised, are not resistant to radio jammers or radio
transceivers that saturate the ITS radio network.

5.2.1.5 Eavesdropping

By Assumption 5 and Observation 1, the Access Layer will not process plaintext confidential infor-
mation, leading to a Minor risk for eavesdropping. Hence it does not require additional measures
to assure information confidentiality assurance.

Observation 4. The Access Layer will not process plaintext confidential information, hence does not
require security measures to prevent leakage of confidential information.

Furthermore, traffic safety-related ITS messages are not confidential as they are intrinsically
public. Hence, traffic safety-related ITS messages do not require confidentiality.

Observation 5. Safety-related ITS messages are intrinsically public, hence do not require confiden-
tiality assurances.

However, as will be discussed next, safety-critical ITS messages (e.g., DENMs, but not CAMs),
will be logged. As log-files will differ for every ITS Station, knowledge of the log-files may enable
unique identification of vehicles. Hence, log-files should be protected from eavesdropping, e.g., by
encryption.

Requirement 4. Confidentiality of log-files SHOULD be assured, e.g., by encryption.

5.2.1.6 Repudiation of message transmission or reception

All protocol stack layers may maintain a log-file of transmitted and received messages and processes
for liability reasons, statistics generation or ITS Station maintenance purposes. However, ETSI
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requires only traffic safety-critical ITS messages (e.g., DENMs, but not CAMs) to be logged for
reducing the required memory space [7]. Nevertheless, unauthorised users or processes should not
be able to modify the log-files.

Requirement 5. The log-files MUST be protected against malicious modifications.

5.2.2 Network Layer

5.2.2.1 Insecure firmware

Execution of insecure Network Layer firmware gives unconditional privileges at the Network Layer,
which is a Major risk. However, as the unconditional privileges enable threats with Critical risks,
the Network Layer firmware must be protected from malicious modification. As this threat is
estimated to be a Critical risk when firmware can be updated over-the-air, this must be protected
against malicious modifications.

Requirement N. 1. Network Layer firmware MUST be protected against malicious modifications.

The Network Layer interacts with the Security Layer for encryption/decryption and digital
signature generation/verification purposes.

For outbound communication, the Network Layer could inject corrupt, but digitally signed, ITS
messages. As the Access Layer will not verify the contents of higher protocol stack layer messages
(see Observation 1), this will go undetected at the originating or forwarding ITS Station.

For inbound communication, the Network Layer could inject malicious messages, e.g., by mod-
ifying or discarding signature verification results. By Assumption 3, integrity and authenticity of
ITS messages is not assured by a digital signature anymore after the Network Layer performed the
signature verification. Hence, integrity and authenticity of messages must be verifiable by other
means at the Facility Layer and Application Layer. This could be achieved by appending the ver-
ification results as an attribute to the verified message. Clearly, integrity and authenticity of the
verification attribute must be assured as well.

Definition 8. A verification attribute is an attribute that contains the verification results of an in-
bound ITS message in a manner that assures integrity and authenticity.

Requirement N. 2. The verification results of a digital signature MUST be attached to corresponding
ITS message in a verification attribute.

Although the Network Layer will check the relevance of inbound ITS messages on basis of the
GeoNetworking message headers , it will not act upon the BTP data (see Figure 3.2). Hence,
malicious outbound ITS messages will go undetected at the Network Layer and Access Layer.

Observation 6. The Network Layer will check the relevance of inbound ITS messages based on
GeoNetworking headers but based on the BTP data (see Figure 3.2). Hence, maliciously injected or
modified BTP data at higher protocol stack layers will go undetected for outbound ITS messages.
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5.2.2.2 Maliciously modifying stored data

Even if all previous requirements are fulfilled, process data can still be modified. Modifications to
process data is considered to be a Major risk. Hence, data, stored at the Network Layer, should be
secured against malicious modifications.

Requirement N. 3. Data, stored at the Network Layer, SHOULD be be secured against malicious
modifications.

5.2.2.3 Message injection, modification or deletion

Even when all previous requirements are fulfilled, messages could still be injected, modified or
deleted by a MITM attack on the communication between protocol stack layers. As this threat is
considered to be Critical , integrity and authenticity of messages exchanged between protocol stack
layers must be assured.

Definition 9. An authenticated message has its integrity and authenticity assured.

Definition 10. Message validity is the determination of the message relevance (to an ITS Station or
ITS Station components).

Requirement 6. Messages exchanged between protocol stack layers MUST be authenticated and
MUST be verifiable on their validity.

Also, even when all previous requirements are fulfilled (secure firmware, authenticated messages,
etc.), messages could can still be deleted or corrupted by a MITM attack between protocol stack
layers. As this is considered to be a Critical risk, the threat of deleting or corrupting message,
during transmission, must be mitigated 1. Note, as communication between protocol stack layers
most likely will not be resistant to rigorous tampering (either by a MITM attack or by influencing
environmental parameters), complete or random deletion of messages will always be possible.

Observation 7. The threat of complete or random deletion of messages can not be removed completely
as severe tampering to the communication interface(s) is difficult to resist.

However, selective deletion or corruption of ITS messages based on their contents requires the
attacker to be capable of reading the message contents; messages must be made indistinguishable.
In order to mitigate the risk of an attacker deleting messages based on their ciphertext, proba-
bilistic encryption must be used. When probabilistically encrypting two identical messages, both
ciphertexts will be different. More information on probabilistic encryption can be found in [31].

Requirement 7. Messages exchanged between protocol stack layers MUST be made indistinguishable,
e.g., by probabilistic encrypting.

1Note, deleting messages could lead to inaccessibility of certain protocol stack layers, which will immediately
result in a DoS
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5.2.2.4 Complete, selective or random DoS to processes

The risk of a DoS by hardware tampering or destruction will be mitigated by Requirements 2
and 3. The risk of a DoS by deleting messages on the communication channels will be mitigated
by Requirement 7 and by invalidating messages signature validation results by Requirement N.2.
Insecure software that causes a DoS, will be mitigated by Requirement N.1.

5.2.2.5 Eavesdropping

The Network Layer changes pseudonym certificates for digital signature generation every once in a
while. 2 However, when the set pseudonym certificates for a specific ITS Station is known, privacy
of that ITS Station is lost.

Observation 8. Although pseudonym certificates are non-confidential information, knowledge on the
(sub-)set of pseudonym certificates of an ITS Station will enable tracking of that ITS Station and
will affect privacy.

Hence, pseudonym certificates should be stored in such a way that they are not accessible or
readable by unauthorised users of processes.

Requirement N. 4. Pseudonym certificates SHOULD be stored securely, i.e., not accessible or read-
able by unauthorised users or processes.

5.2.2.6 Repudiation of message transmission or reception

In case the Network Layer maintains a log-file for liability reasons, Requirement 5 applies to the
Network Layer as well.

5.2.3 Facility Layer

5.2.3.1 Insecure firmware

Execution of insecure Facility Layer firmware gives unconditional privileges at the Facility Layer,
which is a Major risk. However, as the unconditional privileges enable threats with Critical risks,
the Facility Layer firmware must be protected from malicious modification. For example, the Facility
Layer processes ITS message to maintain the Local Dynamic Map (LDM). However, insecure Facility
Layer firmware can modify the LDM without the need of any ITS message. Also, it can generate
incorrect user notifications, possibly leading to vehicle driver confusion or even accidents. Hence,
the Facility Layer firmware must be protected against malicious modifications.

Requirement F. 1. Facility Layer firmware MUST be protected from malicious modifications.

Furthermore, because of Requirement N.2, the Facility Layer requires mechanisms to verify the
integrity and authenticity of verification tickets.

Requirement F. 2. The Facility Layer MUST be able to verify integrity and authenticity of ITS
message’s verification attribute.

2The intervals for changing pseudonym certificates has not been standardised yet
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5.2.3.2 Maliciously modifying stored data

Even if Requirements N.1 and F.1 are fulfilled, process data can still be modified. Modifications to
stored data may directly or indirectly modify the LDM, which a Major threat. Hence, data at the
Facility Layer must be secured against malicious modification of stored data

Requirement F. 3. Data, stored at the Facility Layer, SHOULD be be secured against malicious
modifications.

5.2.3.3 Message injection, modification or deletion

ITS messages can be injected, modified or deleted at the Access Layer or Network Layer and may
propagate to the Facility Layer, which is considered to be a Critical risk. Hence, not only messages
must be authenticated (see Requirement 6), the Facility Layer must also perform plausibility checks
on inbound ITS messages. Note, plausibility checks on inbound ITS messages is a mandatory
functionality to be implemented in the Facility Layer [6].

Requirement F. 4. The Facility Layer MUST perform plausibility checks on inbound traffic safety-
related ITS messages, as mandated by ETSI [6]. For example, by reflecting the ITS message contents
to the LDM contents.

But, Requirement F. 4 does not protect against an insecure Application Layer that incorrectly
notifies the Facility Layer on a traffic safety-critical event. Hence, the Facility Layer MUST per-
form plausibility checks on event notifications from Application Layer as well. For example, the
plausibility checking mechanisms for inbound ITS messages could be extended to detect incorrect
event-notifications.

Requirement F. 5. The Facility Layer MUST perform plausibility checks on safety-relevant event
notifications (initiated/generated by the Application Layer).

5.2.3.4 Complete, selective or random DoS to processes

Requirements 2 and 3, which mitigate the risk of hardware tampering and damaging, apply to the
Facility Layer as well.

The threat of complete or random deletion of ITS messages or Application Layer’s event notifi-
cations probably can not be removed completely (see Observation 7). However, the Facility Layer
must protect against message deletion. Hence, Requirement 6 applies to the Facility Layer as well.

5.2.3.5 Eavesdropping

The Facility Layer not only processes public ITS messages, it also contains and maintains confi-
dential information. For example, vehicle IDs, vehicle owner information and session information
(e.g., for IPv6 communications) will be stored at the Facility Layer. Eavesdropping on the Facility
Layer’s confidential information is considered to be a threat with Major risk. Hence, the Facility
Layer must not leak confidential information.

Requirement F. 6. The Facility Layer SHOULD store confidential information (such as the LDM)
securely, i.e., not accessible or readable by unauthorised users or processes.
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Although the LDM only contains public processed ITS messages or event notifications, knowl-
edge on an ITS Station’s LDM may enable unique identification and localisation of that particular
ITS Station. Hence, the LDM is considered to be an asset which not only requires integrity and
authenticity assurance, but also confidentiality assurance.

Observation 9. The LDM is considered to be data that requires integrity, authenticity and confiden-
tiality assurance.

5.2.3.6 Repudiation of message transmission or reception

In case the Facility Layer maintains a log-file for liability reasons, Requirement 5 applies to the
Facility Layer as well.

5.2.4 Application Layer

5.2.4.1 Insecure firmware

Execution of insecure Application Layer firmware gives unconditional privileges at the Application
Layer, which is a Major risk. However, as the unconditional privileges enable threats with Critical
risks, the Application Layer firmware must be protected from malicious modification.

Requirement A. 1. Application Layer firmware MUST be protected from malicious modifications.

5.2.4.2 Execution of insecure applications

Execution of insecure applications, especially traffic safety-related ITS applications, could have a
severe impact on the ITS Station’s operation. Although ITS applications are only executed at the
Application Layer, injections of insecure applications or modifications to genuine applications could
occur at any protocol stack layer. Application updates could be modified or injected by any other
protocol stack layer and is considered to be a Critical risk, when performed by a MITM attack.
Hence, application updates must be secured against malicious changes.

Insecure applications can be installed or injected (see Definitions 3 and 4). Contrary to inse-
cure firmware (which gives unconditional privileges at corresponding protocol stack layer), insecure
applications could also have elevated privileges, but are bound to the privileges of the firmware it
operates on.

Requirement A. 2. Applications MUST be secured against malicious modifications.

Furthermore, applications may share the resources of the firmware they run on. However,
applications must not be able to affect other applications, which is especially important for traffic
safety-related applications. Hence, applications must be protected from malicious modifications or
eavesdropping by other applications.

Requirement A. 3. Applications MUST not be able to monitor or influence other applications.

Finally, some ITS applications have different privileges than others, e.g., ITS applications for
an emergency vehicle. Clearly, non-emergency vehicles should not be able to run such applications.
However, the privileges an ITS Station has been assigned are included in its digital certificates.
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ITS messages, initiated/generated by applications with higher or different privileges will be de-
tectable whenever they are not signed with the corresponding digital certificate. Hence, restricted
applications could be protected from being stolen or copied.

Requirement A. 4. Restricted applications, i.e., applications not intended for all ITS Stations,
COULD be protected from execution on unauthorised ITS Station.

5.2.4.3 Maliciously modifying stored data

Malicious modifications to stored application data may lead to, for example, incorrect event noti-
fications. Even if Requirement A.3 is fulfilled, malicious changes to stored data may affect traf-
fic safety-related applications or circumvent the need to install insecure applications. Whenever
Requirement F.5 is fulfilled (i.e., plausibility checks on event notifications at Facility Layer are
implemented), the Critical risk of maliciously modifying stored data at the Application Layer is
mitigated. However, as the plausibility checks may not detect all malicious event notifications, it
is beneficial to secure data that is stored at the Application Layer.

Requirement A. 5. Data, stored at the Application Layer, COULD be secured against malicious
modifications.

5.2.4.4 Message injection, modification or deletion

Messages exchanged between the Facility Layer and Application Layer could be injected, modified
or deleted by a MITM attack, which is considered to be a Critical risk. Hence, such messages must
be authenticated and verifiable on their validity (see Definitions 9 and 10). Hence, the Application
Layer must fulfill Requirement 6.

5.2.4.5 Complete, selective or random DoS to processes

Messages communicated to and from the Application Layer can be deleted selectively (see Obser-
vation 7). Hence, these messages must be communicated indistinguishably. Hence, the Application
Layer must fulfill Requirement 7.

5.2.4.6 Eavesdropping

The Application Layer may process (third-party) service subscription information or other per-
sonal information that require confidentiality. The confidential information, stored at the Applica-
tion Layer, should be protected against eavesdropping. This could be achieved by encrypting the
confidential data (before storing it).

Requirement A. 6. The Application Layer SHOULD store confidential information securely, i.e.,
not accessible or readable by unauthorised users or processes.

5.2.4.7 Repudiation of message transmission or reception

In case the Application Layer maintains a log-file for liability reasons, Requirement 5 applies to the
Application Layer as well.
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5.2.5 Security Layer

5.2.5.1 Insecure firmware

Execution of insecure firmware at the Security Layer is a Critical risk as it would remove all
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity guarantees that the Security Layer may provide. For
example, unauthentic (inbound) ITS messages which contain an invalid signature could be processed
anyway. Digital signatures of outbound ITS messages could be corrupted or not generated at all.
Root certificates could be modified, possibly leading to the processing of invalid ITS messages
(signed with an invalid digital certificate). Hence, the Security Layer firmware must be protected
from malicious modifications. Moreover, as the Security Layer is the trust anchor for integrity and
authenticity assurances for ITS messages, the Security Layer requires to be highly secure.

Requirement S. 1. Security Layer firmware MUST be protected from malicious changes, in a highly
secure fashion.

5.2.5.2 Maliciously modifying stored data

Process data, corresponding to digital signature verification processes, is less security-critical as
only public information is processed. However, the verification results must not be maliciously
manipulable.

Observation 10. The process of digital signature verification only concerns public information. How-
ever, the verification results must not be maliciously manipulable.

However, processes that generate digital signatures of perform encryption/decryption process
secret (cryptographic) information. Clearly, these processes must be protected against malicious
manipulation or eavesdrop. Moreover, such information must in no case be maliciously modifiable
as otherwise the integrity, authenticity and confidentiality assurances may become compromised.

Requirement S. 2. Data, stored at the Security Layer, MUST be secured against malicious modifi-
cations, in a highly secure fashion.

As tampering with the Security Layer may affect Security Layer firmware or data, the Security
Layer must be resistant to tampering.

Requirement S. 3. Operations at the Security Layer MUST be resistant to tampering.

5.2.5.3 Message injection, modification or deletion

Injecting, deleting or modifying messages to or from the Security Layer is considered to be a
Critical risk. As ITS message signatures are generated/verified or encrypted/decrypted at the
Network Layer protocol stack level (see Assumptions 3 and 4), the messages exchanged between
the Network Layer and Security Layer must be authentic and verifiable on their validity. Hence,
the Security Layer must fulfill Requirement 6 as well.
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5.2.5.4 Complete, selective or random DoS to processes

The Security Layer must be implemented in a tamper-resistant hardware box and be included in
the built-in self-test, hence Requirements 2 and 3 apply to the Security Layer as well.

Furthermore, messages communicated to and from the Security Layer can be deleted selectively
(see Observation 7). Hence, these messages must be communicated indistinguishably, thus the
Security Layer must fulfill Requirement 7.

5.2.5.5 Eavesdropping

Clearly, the Security Layer contains secret (cryptographic) information which must not leak. Es-
pecially leakage of secret certificate keys (for signature generation) and encryption/decryption keys
must remain confidential, as otherwise the integrity, authenticity or confidentiality assurance the
signatures and encryption provides may be compromised. Hence, beside having secure firmware
and being tamper-resistant (see Requirements S.1 and S.refreq:tamperresSEnt), the Security Layer
must also be resistant to side-channel attacks. This prevents from leakage of confidential informa-
tion through a covert channel (see [31] for more information on covert channels).

Requirement S. 4. Processes, communication and storage at the Security Layer, which process secret
(cryptographic) information, MUST be resistant to side-channel attacks to prevent from leakage of
confidential information.

5.2.5.6 Repudiation of message transmission or reception

In case the Security Layer maintains a log-file for liability reasons, Requirement 5 applies to the
Security Layer as well.

5.2.6 Management Layer

As no standards on the Management Layer communication interfaces have been published (i.e., MI,
MN, MF, MA and MS in Figure 4.1), the following is assumed for this risk analysis.

Assumption 6. The Management Layer does not process complete ITS messages, but it does manage
their “movements” within the ITS Station.

5.2.6.1 Insecure firmware

Execution of insecure firmware at Management Layer gives unconditional privileges at the Manage-
ment Layer. Typically the Management Layer does not store or process confidential information.
However, it manages cross-layer communications and may configure any protocol stack layer. Also,
the Management Layer decides when to change pseudonym certificates. Hence, the Management
Layer firmware is integral to the correct operation of the ITS Station and requires protection against
malicious modifications.

Requirement M. 1. Management Layer firmware MUST be protected from malicious changes.
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5.2.6.2 Maliciously modifying stored data

Malicious modifications to data, stored in the Management Layer, may disturb the correct operation
of the ITS Station. For example, swapping verification attributes of two verified ITS messages
(see Definition 8) may result in discarding valid ITS messages or digesting invalid ones. This is
comparable to the Network Layer that incorrectly forwards ITS messages and is considered to be a
Major risk.

Requirement M. 2. Data, stored at the Management Layer, SHOULD be secured against malicious
modifications.

5.2.6.3 Message injection, modification or deletion

By Assumption 6, the Management Layer manages communications (e.g., cross-layer), but will not
process complete messages. Hence the Management Layer can not inject or modify ITS messages,
but can have ITS messages discarded (e.g., labeling as “sent”) or processed (e.g., by labeling them
as “valid”).

Furthermore, the Management Layer may reconfigure other protocol stack layers by in-ITS Sta-
tion communication. Clearly, such management messages must be trustworthy, thus authenticated
(see Definition 9. Also, the communication between the Management Layer and other protocol
stack layers must be secured against replay attacks, hence the Management Layer must fulfill Re-
quirement 6 as well.

5.2.6.4 Complete, selective or random DoS to processes

The Management Layer should be encapsulated in a tamper-resistant hardware box and must be
included in the built-in self-test (see Requirements 2 and 3). Furthermore, messages communi-
cated to and from the Management Layer can be deleted selectively (see Observation 7). Hence,
these messages must be communicated indistinguishably, thus the Management Layer must fulfill
Requirement 7.

5.2.6.5 Repudiation of message transmission or reception

In case the Management Layer maintains a log-file for liability reasons, Requirement 5 applies to
the Management Layer as well.

5.3 Countermeasures

In this section we will suggest some countermeasures to the threats, corresponding to the require-
ments that have been argued in previous section.

5.3.1 Countermeasure List

The countermeasures in Table 5.1 could be used to mitigate the threats that have been indicated in
previous section. When applied, corresponding requirements, that have been indicated in previous
section, may be fulfilled. Note, this is a non-exhaustive list of countermeasures. More information
on the impact of each countermeasure on the ITS Station architecture can be found in Appendix B.
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cID Countermeasure
1 Add a Message Authentication Code to each in-vehicular message (see Section B.1)
2 Add a unique identifier to each message (see Section B.2)
3 Authenticate ITS Station user (see Section B.3)
4 Authenticate ITS Station processes (see Section B.4)
5 Authenticate ITS Station hardware (see Section B.5)
6 Compartmentalise software executions (see Section B.6)
7 Comply to NIST firmware bootstrap and update guidelines (see Section B.7)
8 Digitally sign data (see Section B.8)
9 Encrypt data (see Section B.9)
10 Include application permissions in each ITS Station’s certificate. (see Section B.10)
11 Managing access of applications, that require privileges outside their “compartment”, by Man-

agement Layer (see Section B.11)
12 Perform plausibility checks on received messages (see Section B.12)
13 Perform a Built-In Self-Test (BIST) (see Section B.13) during boot time and during run time

of the ITS Station
14 Use a secure element (see Section B.14)
15 Use hardware that is resistant to side-channel attacks (see Section B.15)
16 Use tamper-resistant hardware (see Section B.16)
17 Use tamper-evident hardware (see Section B.17)

Table 5.1: List of countermeasures

5.3.2 Countermeasure Mapping

In this section, we provide a list of countermeasures which fulfill one or more requirements as have
been argued in previous section.
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Requirements cID Notes
Requirement 1. Integrity and authenticity of
software updates must be assured.

8 Provides assurance of integrity and au-
thenticity up to the Network Layer level
of the protocol stack, as the Network
Layer hass access to signature verifica-
tion mechanisms.

1 Provides assurance of integrity and au-
thenticity at higher protocol stack layer
levels as well.

Requirement 2. The ITS Station SHOULD be
encapsulated in a tamper-resistant hardware box.
Additionally, the hardware box could be tamper-
evident.

16

17
Requirement 3. The ITS Station MUST per-
form a check on hardware and software malfunc-
tions or misconfiguration during boot time (i.e.,
during a so-called “cold boot”) and notify the
ITS Station user on the results. Additionally,
if Requirement 2 is fulfilled (including tamper-
evidence), this tamper evidence COULD be in-
volved in the malfunction check procedure.

1 Mitigates the risk of a MITM who ma-
liciously modifies BIST results or user
notifications.

5 Enables detectability of unauthentic
hardware components.

13 Could be performed at other times than
boot time as well.

17 The evidence must be readable by the
BIST mechanism.

Requirement 4. Confidentiality of log-files
SHOULD be assured, e.g., by encryption.

9 Mitigates the risk of “simply” reading
the memory unit that contains the log-
files.

Requirement 5. The log-files, maintained for
liability reasons, must be protected against mali-
cious modifications.

11 Mitigates the risk protocol stack layers,
maliciously modifying log-files.

16 Mitigates the risk of corrupting the log-
files.

Requirement 6. Messages exchanged between
protocol stack layers MUST be authenticated and
be verifiable on their validity.

1 For integrity and authenticity assur-
ance.

2 Preventing message replay
12 Helps message validity validation.

Requirement 7. Messages exchanged between
protocol stack layers MUST be made indistin-
guishable, e.g., by encrypting the messages.

9 Mitigates the risk of deleting messages
on basis of their contents.

Table 5.2: Measures to fulfill requirements - All protocol stack layers
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Requirements cID Notes
Requirement I.1. Access Layer firmware
COULD be protected against malicious modifica-
tions.

1 Provides assurance of integrity and au-
thenticity at higher protocol stack layer
levels as well.

7 Mitigates the risk of firmware injection
(i.e., circumventing standard firmware
installation procedures).

8 Provides assurance of integrity and au-
thenticity of firmware updates, up to
the Network Layer level of the protocol
stack, as the Network Layer has access
to signature verification mechanisms.

Requirement I.2. Data, stored at the Access
Layer, COULD be protected against malicious
modifications.

3 Mitigates the risk of stealing an ITS
Station (and abusing it)

4 Mitigates the risk of stealing ITS Sta-
tion processes (and abusing them)

5 Mitigates the risk of stealing ITS Sta-
tion (components) data (and abusing
them)

8 Mitigates the risk of malicious elevation
of process privileges.

9 Will not mitigate the risk of random
data modifications.

15 Mitigates the risk of, for example, data
erase by physical environment influenc-
ing equipment.

16

Table 5.3: Measures to fulfill requirements - Access Layer (I)
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Requirements cID Notes
Requirement N.1 . Network Layer firmware
must be protected from malicious modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.1.

Requirement N.2 . The verification results of a
digital signature should be attached to correspond-
ing ITS message in a verification attribute.

1 The party who generates the MAC, as
well as the party who verifies the MAC
require a shared (secret) key.

2 Mitigates the risk verification results re-
play

Requirement N.3. Data, stored at the Net-
work Layer, SHOULD be secured against mali-
cious modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.2.

Requirement N.4. Pseudonym certificates
SHOULD be stored securely, i.e., not accessible
or readable by unauthorised users or processes.

Same as for Requirements 4 and 5.

Table 5.4: Measures to fulfill requirements - Network Layer (N)
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Requirements cID Notes
Requirement F.1. Facility Layer firmware
MUST be protected from malicious modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.1.

Requirement F.2. The Facility Layer MUST
be able to verify integrity and authenticity of ITS
message’s verification attribute.

1 The party who generates the MAC, as
well as the party who verifies the MAC
require a shared (secret) key.

2 Mitigates the risk verification results re-
play

12 Mitigates the risk of digesting spurious
messages that contains a valid verifica-
tion attribute.

Requirement F.3. Data, stored at the Facil-
ity Layer, SHOULD be secured against malicious
modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.2.

Requirement F.4. The Facility Layer MUST
perform plausibility checks on inbound traffic
safety-related ITS messages, as mandated by
ETSI [6]. For example, by reflecting the ITS mes-
sage contents to the LDM contents.

12 Mitigates the risk of digesting spurious
messages that contains a valid verifica-
tion attribute.

Requirement F.5. The Facility Layer MUST
perform plausibility checks on safety-relevant
event notifications (initiated/generated by the Ap-
plication Layer).

12 The plausibility check mechanism for
Requirement F.4 could be extended to
verify outbound messages as well.

Requirement F.6. The Facility Layer SHOULD
store confidential information (such as the LDM)
securely, i.e., not accessible or readable by unau-
thorised users or processes.

Same as for Requirements5

Table 5.5: Measures to fulfill requirements - Facility Layer (F)
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Requirements cID Notes
Requirement A.1. Application Layer firmware
MUST be protected from malicious modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.1.

Requirement A.2. Applications must be secured
against malicious modifications.

1 Mitigates the risk of malicious modifi-
cations to application update between
higher protocol stack layers (i.e., from
the Network Layer and higher).

7 Mitigates the risk of firmware injection
(i.e., circumventing standard firmware
installation procedures).

11 Mitigates the risk of malicious applica-
tion update modifications up to, up to
the Network Layer level of the protocol
stack, as the Network Layer has access
to signature verification mechanisms.

Requirement A.3. Applications must not be
able to monitor or influence other applications.

6 Mitigates the risks of applications influ-
encing or monitoring other application’s
processes and data.

8 Mitigates the risk of applications that
(maliciously) elevated their privileges to
modify other application’s data.

Requirement A.4. Restricted applications, i.e.,
applications not intended for all ITS Stations,
COULD be protected from execution on unautho-
rised ITS Station.

10 The Network Layer can verify the priv-
ileges of applications according to the
ITS Station’s certificate.

Requirement A.5. Data, stored at the Applica-
tion Layer, COULD be secured against malicious
modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.2.

Requirement A.6. The Application Layer
SHOULD store confidential information securely,
i.e., not accessible or readable by unauthorised
users or processes.

Same as for Requirement I.5

Table 5.6: Measures to fulfill requirements - Application Layer (A)
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Requirements cID Notes
Requirement S.1. Security Layer firmware
MUST be protected from malicious changes, in a
highly secure fashion.

Same as for Requirement I.1.

14 Includes countermeasures 6, 7, 16, 17
and 18.

Requirement S.2. Data, stored at the Secu-
rity Layer, MUST be secured against malicious
modifications, i.e., not accessible or readable by
unauthorised users or processes.

Same as for Requirement I.2.

14 Includes countermeasures 6, 7, 16, 17
and 18.

Requirement S.3. Operations at the Security
Layer MUST be resistant to tampering.

14 Includes countermeasures 6, 7, 16, 17
and 18.

Requirement S.4. Processes, communication
and storage at the Security Layer, which involve
secret (cryptographic) information, MUST be re-
sistant to side-channel attacks to prevent from
leakage of confidential information.

14 Includes countermeasures 6, 7, 16, 17
and 18.

Table 5.7: Measures to fulfill requirements - Security Layer (S)

Requirements cID Notes
Requirement M.1. Management Layer
firmware MUST be protected from malicious
changes.

Same as for Requirement I.1

Requirement M.2. Data, stored at the Man-
agement Layer, SHOULD be secured against ma-
licious modifications.

Same as for Requirement I.2.

Table 5.8: Measures to fulfill requirements - Management Layer (M)
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CHAPTER 6

Security Analysis - Partitioned

In this chapter, we analyse two potential hardware partitionings. That is, the protocol stack layers
from the reference architecture for the ITS Station (see Figure 3.1) are mapped to certain hardware
components. The hardware partitioning may change the requirements as have been discussed in
previous chapter, or introduce new requirements. When we refer to assumptions, observations
or requirements—without the extension PI. or PII.—we refer to those as have been argued in
Section 4.5. Furthermore, both partitionings may have advantages and disadvantages with respect
to the requirements from Section 4.5 and will be indicated by PRO Px. and CON Px., where x is
either I or II.

6.1 Partitioning I

For partitioning I (PI), the following hardware components are assumed to implement certain (parts
of) protocol stack layers. The hardware components are assumed to be interconnected as depicted
in Figure 6.1.

• Radio transceiver. The radio transceiver is an 802.11p-compatible radio modem and tuner.
It implements the Access Layer. Beside radio transmission error detection and correction
mechanisms, the radio transceiver does not comprise any information security-related features.

• CPU. A single processor implements the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer
(and parts of the Management Layer and Security Layer).

• Verification Accelerator. The Verification Accelerator (VA) is a hardware accelerator for
digital signature verifications, hence partially implements the Security Layer. The VA is
assumed to be incapable of storing complete certificate chains, hence it must be able to
obtain the (root) certificates on-the-fly.

• Secure Element. The Secure Element (SE) is assumed to provide highly secure, tamper-
resistant storage and processing, i.e., data and processes in the SE can not be monitored or
influenced maliciously. Root certificates and confidential information will be stored in the SE,
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Figure 6.1: Hardware Partitioning I

e.g., for the VA to verify a certificate chain. An example of such SE is the (Common Criteria
AEL6+ certified) SmartMX2 secure smart card product family by NXP Semiconductors [32].

Typically, the SE uses a physical interface which is not supported by most CPUs/MCUs. As
the VA is capable of interfacing with the SE, as well as with CPUs, the SE communicates
with the CPU via the VA. Furthermore, whenever the VA and SE combination is considered
as a single entity, integration of the communication at the CPU is eased.

• External memory. Most likely, the higher protocol stack layers will require a storage size
that is larger than the internal memory of CPU, e.g., for storing pseudonym certificates and
maintaining the LDM. Hence, an external memory unit will be connected to the CPU.

With PI, a typical path for an inbound ITS message is: 1) AD conversion by radio transceiver,
2) process by CPU (i.e., Network Layer), 3) digital signature check by VA, 4) if necessary, request
(root) certificates from SE, 5) process by CPU (i.e., Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application
Layer).

6.1.1 Risk Evaluation

• Radio transceiver. The Access Layer is completely implemented in the radio transceiver,
hence, all Access Layer-related requirements hold for the radio transceiver. Furthermore, the
radio transceiver will implement (parts of) the Management Layer and Security Layer as well.
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According to ETSI, when partitioning the reference architecture on several components—as
is the case here, clearly—every unit contains an instance of the Management Layer [13, p.11].
However, most likely, every unit will contain a partial instance of the Management Layer,
as the higher protocol stack layers will require more or other management services than, for
example, the Access Layer. Nevertheless, as no details on the exact implementation standards
of the Management Layer are published yet, all Management Layer-related requirements are
considered to hold for every unit.

Observation PI. 1. All requirements of the Access Layer and Management Layer apply to the
radio transceiver.

Observation PI. 2. Each unit that implements (parts of) the reference architecture for an ITS
Station contains a (partial) instance of the Management Layer.

Finally, although the radio transceiver will implement (parts of) the Security Layer, it will not
perform security-critical operations, e.g., authenticity verification or encryption/decryption.
Basically, it converts analog and digital signals (see Observation1). 1 Hence the requirements
for the Security Layer are less stringent for the radio transceiver.

Observation PI. 3. Contrary to Observation PI.1, the requirements for the Security Layer do
not (necessarily) apply to the radio transceiver.

• CPU. The Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer are completely implemented
in the CPU, hence, all corresponding requirements hold for the CPU as well. However,
some redundancy in requirements may be present. For example, these three protocol stack
layers must all have measures to protect against malicious modifications of their firmware (see
Requirements N.1, F.1 and A.1). But, as they are implemented on the same CPU, a single
firmware will operate all three layers. Hence, the firmware protection only needs to be applied
once for the CPU.

PRO PI. 1. As the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer are combined into one
firmware at the CPU, only one firmware protection measure is required for the three protocol
stack layers. Consequently, whenever the requirements with respect to the firmware of one of
these protocol stack layers are fulfilled, those of the other two are as well.

However, as a direct consequence of PRO PI.1, execution of insecure firmware may directly
affect all the three protocol stack layers.

CON PI. 1. As the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer are combined into
one firmware at the CPU, execution of insecure firmware at the CPU may directly affect the
Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer.

Also, if insecure applications are executed, the Application Layer firmware may be affected,

1The radio transciever will also (try to) detect and correct erroneous radio transmissions, with the help of a
checksum value which is attached to each ITS message. However, an attacker who maliciously modifies message and
corresponding checksum value before it is received, will go undetected, thus uncorrected. Hence, these error detection
and correction mechanisms are not considered in this analysis.
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hence, the Network Layer and Facility Layer as well.

CON PI. 2. If the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer are combined into
one firmware at the CPU, execution of insecure applications may directly affect the Network
Layer, Facility Layer and the Application Layer.

To reduce the risk of protocol stack layers—implemented on the same CPU—affecting the
other protocol stack layers, they should be executed compartmentalised. That is, every pro-
tocol stack layer is executed in an isolated environment which is executed “on top” of the
“kernel” of the CPU.

Requirement PI. 1. To reduce the risk of protocol stack layers affecting each other, they
SHOULD be executed compartmentalised.

In order to distinguish between protocol stack layer firmware and CPU firmware (or, kernel),
we use the following definition.

Definition PI. 1. Whenever multiple protocol stack layers are implemented on the same CPU
and the protocol stack layers are executed in a compartmentalised environment, the firmware
of the protocol stack layers is referred to as the <protocol stack layer> firmware (e.g., Network
Layer firmware). Protocol stack layer firmware “runs on top” of the firmware of the CPU,
which is referred to as the CPU firmware.

When a protocol stack layer “breaks out” of its compartment, it may gain permissions on
CPU firmware “level”, thus the ability to affect other compartmentalised protocol stack layers.
Hence, the choice of the compartmentalisation mechanism is dependant for the actual security
is provides. The following non-exhaustive list indicates the compartmentalisation mechanisms
that are considered in this analysis. The advantages and disadvantages are discussed briefly
for each mechanism.

– Hardware separation. Separating protocol stack layer(s) by implementing them on dif-
ferent physical components, e.g., CPUs.

∗ Advantage. Protocol stack layers can only influence other protocol stack layers—
implemented on the other physical unit—via the communication interface between
the components.

∗ Disadvantage. Communication between the physical components may require in-
tegrity and authenticity assurance. This may imply that the physical components
have to establish and securely store a shared key, e.g., for MAC generation/verification.

– Trusted Execution Environment. CPUs that offer Trusted Execution Environments [2]
(TEE), can execute software either in a “normal world” or in a “secure world” (see
Figure 6.2. The “secure world” provides secure execution of software and secure storage,
whereas the “normal world” typically executes (third-party) applications. For example,
ARM TrustZone R© supports TEE.

∗ Advantage. Software, executed in the “normal world ”, can only interact with soft-
ware that is executed in the “secure world” via strict and highly secure TEE kernel.
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Figure 6.2: Trusted Execution Environment (from [35])

Additionally, as communication between protocol stack layers—executed in different
worlds—occurs internal to the CPU and are strictly controlled by the CPU firmware,
no additional security measures for this communication is required.

∗ Disadvantage. Due to the complexity of CPUs with TEE, development of software
for this CPU is more difficult, hence more subject to faulty (insecure) implementa-
tion. Furthermore, TEE creates “only” two compartments: the “secure world” and
the “normal world”. Finally, TEE-enabled CPUs are, in general, more expensive
than standard non-TEE-enabled CPUs.

– Virtualisation. Virtualised software is executed in an isolated user-space, which is exe-
cuted “on top” of the kernel of the operating system (see Figure 6.3. Virtualised software
can only communicate via the kernel.

∗ Advantage. Does not require a (probably more expensive) TEE-enabled CPU. Fur-
thermore, in general, an unlimited number of virtualised compartments can be cre-
ated. 2 Hence, virtual compartmentalisation allow more flexible software design than
TEE-enabled CPUs, for example.

∗ Disadvantage. Virtual compartmentalisation is less secure than TEE and hardware
separation. Hence, the risk of virtualised software “breaking out” of its compartment
is higher than with the other two methods.

Now, because of Requirement PI.1, all three protocol stack layers at the CPU should be
compartmentalised. Hardware separation is not an option as all three protocol stack layers
are implemented on one CPU. Hence, the protocol stack layers can be compartmentalised
virtually or by using a TEE.

Most likely, the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Management Layer are developed by
trusted manufacturers, and as these protocol stack layers are implemented on the same CPU

2Clearly, the number of virtualised compartments that can be created is limited to the available resources of the
CPU.
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Figure 6.3: Software Virtualisation (from [26]

the risk of MITM attacks on their intercommunication is not critical. Hence, both protocol
stack layers not necessarily need to be executed in separate compartments. The Application
Layer, on the other hand, may support (untrusted) third-party applications, which may be
insecure. Hence, the Application Layer must be separated from the Network Layer, Facility
Layer and Management Layer. The Network Layer, Facility Layer and Management Layer
firmware must not be maliciously modifiable (see Requirements N.1, F. 1 and M. 1). And,
because a “break out” of Application Layer from its compartment may compromise the other
protocol stack layers, compartmentalisation by TEE is recommended. Hence, the Network
Layer, Facility Layer and Management Layer should be executed in the “secure world” and
the Application Layer in the “normal world”.

Requirement PI. 2. The CPU SHOULD compartmentalise protocol stack layers by using
Trusted Execution Environments. The Application Layer should always be separated from
the other protocol stack layer (compartments). Also, the lower protocol stack layers must be
implemented in the most secure compartment(s).

Then, some requirements may overrule others. For example, data, stored at the Network Layer
should be protected from malicious modification, whereas data, stored at the Facility Layer
must have such protection (see Requirements N. 3 and F.3). In such case, the most stringent
security requirement must be fulfilled. In this case, the memory data must be protected from
malicious modifications, as the Facility Layer requires so.

Observation PI. 4. If two requirements contradict, one requirement should be adapted to the
requirement that demands higher security.

Furthermore, communication between the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application
Layer occurs internal to the CPU or via the external memory. Hence, the likelihood of MITM
attacks between the Network Layer, Facility Layer and Application Layer is decreased (for
communication internal to the CPU).

PRO PI. 2. The risk of MITM attacks on communication between the Network Layer, Facility
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Layer and Application Layer decreased because the communication is internal to the CPU.
Hence, such communication does not necessarily have to be authenticated or (probabilistically)
encrypted (see Requirements 6 and 7)

However, if protocol stack layers communicate via the external memory unit, the communi-
cation does require integrity and authenticity assurance (see Requirements 6 and 7). Further-
more, according to Requirement N.4, pseudonym certificates should be stored in a manner
such that they are not accessible or readable by unauthorised users or processes. But, as these
certificates are likely to be stored in the shared external memory unit, they are required to be
stored inaccessible and unreadable for unauthorised users and processes. The Management
Layer should manage the authentication and authorisation of access to the external memory
unit. One way to achieve this is to have the CPU’s protocol stack layers and the external
memory unit communicate through the Management Layer always.

Requirement PI. 3. Access of multiple protocol stack layers—implemented on the same CPU—
to a shared (external) memory unit MUST go via the Management Layer always. This reduces
the risk of one protocol stack layer maliciously modifying other protocol stack layers’ data
(stored in shared memory).

Clearly, the Management Layer is the “trusted party”, in this solution. But, if an attacker is
capable of maliciously modifying the Management Layer firmware, it probably is capable of
modifying other protocol stack layer firmware as well. Furthermore, the CPU firmware and
protocol stack layer firmware are secured when NIST’s firmware guidelines [20] are met (see
Countermeasure B.7).

Observation PI. 5. Whenever complying with NIST’s firmware guidelines [20] (see Counter-
measure B.7, the CPU firmware and protocol stack layer firmware are protected from malicious
modification.

• Verification Accelerator. The Security Layer must have secure processing and storage, and
must be resistant to tampering and side-channel attacks (see Requirements S.1, S.2, S.3
and S.4). However, the Verification Accelerator only concerns public information as it only
verifies digital certificates (see Observation 10). Hence, the requirements corresponding to
the Security Layer, do not necessarily apply to the VA.

Furthermore, digital signature verification results must be attached to the ITS messages
as a verification attribute (see Requirement N.2), such that the verification results can not
be modified maliciously by an attack at the Network Layer or by a MITM attack on the
communication interfaces. Although this measure is necessary to prevent from the latter
attack, the former attack is not really prevented, as will be discussed next. For the rest of the
analysis we assume that a MAC will assure the integrity and authenticity of the verification
results .

Assumption 7. A Message Authentication Code (MAC) will assure the integrity and authen-
ticity of the digital signature verification results.

Whenever protocol stack layers are not executed compartmentalised and the Network Layer
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firmware is insecure, then the Facility Layer and Application Layer firmware is affected also,
as they are operated by the same firmware (see CON PI.1. If so, insecure firmware could still
maliciously modify verification results, even if the verification results’ integrity and authen-
ticity is assured by a MAC. Hence, the MAC will only assure integrity and authenticity of
the verification results during communication, when protocol stack layers are not executed
compartmentalised.

However, when protocol stack layers are executed compartmentalised, insecure Network Layer
firmware not necessarily affects the firmware of the Facility Layer or Application Layer. Hence,
the MAC does protect from malicious modifications to the verification results by the Network
Layer as well.

But, if the Network Layer is insecure (or not trusted), the verification results must be com-
municated from the VA to the Facility Layer in an end-to-end secure manner, as otherwise
the Network Layer could still modify the verification results. This means, the VA and Facility
Layer must establish a shared secret key, say kVF, unknown to the Network Layer. However,
for assuring integrity and authenticity of communication between the VA and CPU, the VA
and Network Layer require to establish a shared secret key, say kVN, as well. Consequently,
each verification result will require two MACs. One for assuring intergrity and authenticity
of the results while communicated between the VA and Network Layer, and one for providing
such assurance while processes by the Network Layer 3:

MACkV N (MACkV F (verification results))

However, attaching two MACs per verification result may be an unacceptable overhead on
the computational resources of the VA and on the message size.

On the other hand, protocol stack layers are compartmentalised by using a TEE (see Re-
quirement 2) and an attacker is capable of maliciously modifying Network Layer firmware, it
probably is also capable of maliciously modifying other firmware. Hence, in this partitioning,
the verification results not necessarily have to be assured in an end-to-end manner (i.e., from
the VA to the Facility Layer).

Observation PI. 6. Whenever the Network Layer and Facility Layer are implemented on the
same CPU and compartmentalised together (or in equally secure but different compartments),
no MAC is required to assure integrity and authenticity of the verification results after being
communicated from the VA to the Network Layer.

However, whenever the Network Layer and Facility Layer are implemented in different CPUs,
at least two MACs will be required.

Observation PI. 7. Whenever the Network Layer and Facility Layer are implemented on dif-
ferent CPUs, the VA—which will be connected to the Network Layer’s CPU—will require at
least two secret (shared) keys. One for assuring integrity and authenticity of communication
between the VA and Network Layer’s CPU, and one for assuring integrity and authenticity
of the verification results that will be checked at the Facility Layer. The latter is required
whenever the Network Layer is not trusted.

3MACx(y) means: the MAC of y, generated with key x.
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Furthermore, the verification process itself must be protected as well. Hence, the VA firmware
must be protected from malicious modifications (see Requirement S.1).

Also, whenever the VA obtains (root) certificates for verifying a certificate chain, integrity
and authenticity of the certificates must be assured. Hence, Requirements 6 and 7 apply to
the communication between the VA and SE as well. Consequently, the VA requires secure
memory (see Requirement S.2) for storing the secret (shared) key that will be used to assure
the integrity and authenticity (e.g., for MAC generation). Nevertheless, fulfillment of this
requirement could be implemented in a less stringent fashion (compared with the SE) as the
VA does not process long-term secret information such as, for example, long-term certificate
keys.

Observation PI. 8. Although the Verification Accelerator (VA) in general only concerns public
information, it does require secure processing and secret information to ensure integrity and
authenticity of the verification results. Hence, the requirements, corresponding to the Security
Layer, do apply to the VA but may be fulfilled in a less stringent fashion (compared with the
SE).

Finally, key-establishment is a crucial part in securing the communication between two com-
ponents (e.g., the VA and CPU). First of all, all three methods require secure memory for
storing pre-shared information. Hence, this is not a discriminating factor. Also, by all meth-
ods a fresh session key can be generated.

Requirement PI. 4. All ITS Station components MUST assure integrity and authenticity of
their communications require secure memory for storing pre-shared information.

The following non-exhaustive list indicates the key-establishment methods that are considered
in this analysis.

i) Pre-sharing a (shared) key, e.g., during manufacturing of the ITS Station component(s).

– Advantages. No key-establishment required when the ITS Station is in an untrusted
environment, unless a fresh session key will be established, for example, at boot time
of the ITS Station.

– Disadvantages. Key-establishment may be difficult if ITS Station components are
manufactured by different manufacturers.

ii) Establishing a shared key—in a secure environment—when the complete ITS Station is
assembled. For example, by storing the shared key in one-time-programmable memory.

– Advantages. Same advantage as method i. And, moreover, the disadvantage of i
does not apply.

– Disadvantages. The key will be stored long-term. Once compromised, integrity and
authenticity can not be assured anymore.

iii) Establishing a shared key on-the-fly by digital certificates, i.e., using a key-establishment
protocol.

– Advantages. Contrary to methods i, ii, components such as third-party peripherals—
unknown to the ITS Station during manufacturing—can be authenticated and pos-
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sibly enrich ITS Station features. If the certificates are not pre-shared, integrity and
authenticity of the certificates must be protected via a public-key infrastructure.

– Disadvantages. The communicating components must either have stored each oth-
ers digital certificate such that integrity and authenticity of the digital certificates
is assured. Or, a public-key infrastructure must be implemented, with which the
components can verify integrity of the certificates on-the-fly.

Now, as multiple manufactures will manufacture (different) ITS Station components, method
i seems to be infeasible. However, for components that have the same manufacturer and
need to communicate, there is no difference in method i and ii. Nevertheless, most likely
this will not be the case for all components. Hence, method i is not recommended. Then,
the only advantage of method of method iii over ii is that third-party peripherals can be
authenticated on-the-fly. However, the first ITS Stations on the market are probably not
compatible with third-party peripherals. Moreover, as stealing ITS Station components is
estimated to be a Major or Critical risk, establishing a shared key only once—in a secure
environment—assures that the components will not be usable in other ITS Stations. Hence,
method ii is recommended.

Requirement PI. 5. ITS Station components SHOULD establish a shared key—only once—in
a secure environment.

Note, key diversification must be ensured to mitigate the impact of a compromise of a key.
However, the risks of MITM attacks between any of the protocol stack layers are equal. Hence,
key diversification must be implemented at least on ITS Station level, i.e., different shared key
for each ITS Station. Key diversification for specific ITS Station-specific components could
be implemented as well. 4.

Requirement PI. 6. Each ITS Station MUST (at least) have a different (e.g., random) key
for assuring integrity and authenticity of communication internal to the ITS Station. Every
two ITS Station components SHOULD establish a shared key, different from the shared key
between other components.

• Secure Element. The task of the Secure Element (SE) is twofold; i) highly secure storage
of (secret) information and, ii) execution of cryptographic processes that use the (secret)
information (e.g., digital signature generation and encryption/decryption).

Contrary to the VA, the Secure Element (SE) does contain secret information 5, hence it
does require resistance to tampering and side-channel attacks (see Requirement S.3 and S.4).
Furthermore, processes and storage at the Security Layer must be highly secured, as secret
information is involved (see Requirements S.2 and S.1), contrary to the VA (see Observation
PI.8).

Furthermore, when the Network Layer request the SE to digitally sign an ITS message, the un-
encrypted and encrypted ITS messages will pass the VA always (see Figure 6.1. However, the

4That is, every two communicating ITS Station components establish a shared key, different from the shared key
between other components

5The VA should contain secret information as well (for assuring integrity and authenticity of the verification
results), but this is an extrinsic requirement for the digital signature verification process, as signature verification
only concerns public information.
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VA has less stringent requirements regarding resistance to tampering and side-channel attacks.
Hence, if the VA executes insecure firmware or is influenced otherwise, it could maliciously
modify or delete the unencrypted and encrypted ITS messages. Hence, the communication
between the Network Layer and SE should be authenticated and (probabilistically) encrypted
(see Requirements 6 and 7). Clearly, the Network Layer and the signature verification mech-
anism are not implemented on the same unit, hence the communication between the CPU
and SE should be secured in an end-to-end manner.

Requirement PI. 7. Communication between the Network Layer and the Secure Element (SE)
MUST be authenticated and (probabilistically) encrypted (see Requirements 6 and 7) to prevent
the VA from maliciously modifying or selectively deleting messages that are exchanged between
the Network Layer and SE. Note, this MUST be implemented in an end-to-end fashion, as
otherwise the VA could still modify or selectively delete the messages.

• Memory The external memory unit, or external memory, is shared between multiple protocol
stack layers. The Management Layer should manage authentication and authorisation for
access to this memory unit (see Requirement PI.3). Clearly, the Management Layer is the
“trusted party” in this. However, its integrity and authenticity is verified whenever the CPU
firmware is verified (see Observation PI.5. Hence, if an attacker is capable of maliciously
modifying the Management Layer firmware, it will probably also be capable of modifying
other protocol layer firmware.

Furthermore, the protection requirements for data stored at the Network Layer, Facility Layer
and Application Layer, contradict. However, because of Observation PI.4, the requirement
with highest security demands must be fulfilled. Hence, the data storage of all three protocol
stack layers should be protected from malicious modifications.

6.2 Partitioning II

For partitioning II (PII), the following hardware components are assumed to implement certain
(parts of) protocol stack layers. The hardware components are assumed to be interconnected as
depicted in Figure 6.4.

• Radio transceiver. See PI (Section 6.1) for the description.

• CPU-north. A first physical processor unit, referred to as “CPU-north”, implements the
Application Layer (and parts of the Management Layer and Security Layer).

• CPU-south. A second physical processor unit, referred to as “CPU-south”, implements the
Network Layer and Facility Layer (and parts of the Management Layer and Security Layer).

• Verification Accelerator. See PI (Section 6.1) for the description.

• Secure Element. See PI (Section 6.1) for the description.

• Memory-north. Most likely, the Application Layer requires a storage size that is larger than
the internal memory of CPU-north, e.g., for storing application data. Hence, an external
memory unit, referred to as “memory-north”, will be connected to CPU-north.
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Figure 6.4: Hardware Partitioning II

• Memory-south. As with partitioning I, the Network Layer and Facility Layer will most likely
require a storage size that is larger than the internal memory of CPU-south, e.g., for storing
pseudonym certificates and maintaining the LDM. Hence, an external memory unit, referred
to as “memory-south”, will be connected to CPU-south.

With PII, a typical path for an inbound ITS message is: 1) AD conversion by radio transceiver,
2) process by CPU-south (i.e., Network Layer), 3) digital signature check by VA, 4) if necessary,
request (root) certificates from SE via CPU-south, 5) process by CPU-south (i.e., Network Layer
and Facility Layer) and 6) process by CPU-north (i.e., CPU-north).

6.2.1 Risk Evaluation

The main differences between PI and PII are the partitioning of the Application Layer and the
interconnections of the CPU, VA and SE.

• Radio transceiver. Partitioning I and II do not differ on their implementation of the radio
transceiver, hence see previous section for the security analysis on the radio transceiver.

• CPU-north. The Application Layer is separated from the lower protocol stack layers by
hardware (compartmentalisation). Hence, contrary to PI, insecure Application Layer firmware
or applications do not (necessarily) affect the lower protocol stack layers.
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PRO PII. 1. Execution of insecure applications not necessarily affects the Network Layer and
Facility Layer.

However, contrary to PI (see PRO PI. 1), PII requires security measures twice, to prevent
from malicious modification CPU firmware, i.e., for CPU-north and for CPU-south.

CON PII. 1. Securing both CPUs from executing insecure firmware requires corresponding
countermeasures to be implemented twice, i.e., for CPU-north and for CPU-south.

Furthermore, contrary to partitioning I, communication between the Facility Layer and Ap-
plication Layer does not occur internal to one CPU. Hence, the likelihood of MITM attacks
between the Facility Layer and Application Layer is higher, compared to partitioning I. There-
fore, such communication must be authenticated and (probabilistically) encrypted (see Re-
quirements 6 and 7). To establish an authenticated and (probabilistically) encrypted commu-
nication channel between CPU-south and -north, the same reasoning for the key-establishment
as with PI applies (see Requirement PI.7, PI.5 and PI.6).

• CPU-south. As the Application Layer is separated from the lower protocols stack layers
by hardware (compartmentalisation) and because of PRO PII.1, the lower protocol stack
layers not necessarily require TEE compartmentalisation. Although the Network Layer, Fa-
cility Layer and Management Layer require protection from malicious modifications to their
firmware (see Requirements N1, F.1 and M.1, most likely they will be developed by trusted
manufacturers. Hence, the compartmentalisation of the Network Layer, Facility Layer and
Application Layer by virtualisation is sufficient.

Requirement PII. 1. The Network Layer, Facility Layer and Management Layer SHOULD
(at least) be compartmentalised by virtualisation.

• Verification Accelerator. The security analysis of the Secure Element (SE) in PII is slightly
different from that of partitioning I, because the VA is not the “man in the middle” for com-
munication between the Network Layer and the SE. The risk of the VA maliciously deleting
messages, exchanged between the Network Layer and SE is reduced, but not removed, as
MITM attacks on the communication interface between CPU-south and the SE are still pos-
sible. Clearly, whenever the communication between CPU-south and the SE is authenticated
and (probabilistically) encrypted, an end-to-end authenticated channel is established. Hence,
Requirement PI.7 will be fulfilled also.

PRO PII. 2. The risk of having the Verification Accelerator (VA) inserting, modifying, deleting
or eavesdropping communication between the CPU and SE is removed, as the VA is not an
intermediate “node” on that communication interface.

However, if the VA requires (root) certificates for verifying a certificate chain, the CPU will
be the “man in the middle”. Nevertheless, if the CPU is compromised, it could uncondi-
tionally generate ITS messages and modify verification results. Hence, no end-to-end secured
communication channel is necessary between the VA and SE.

Requirement PII. 2. A compromised CPU will be able to generate malicious ITS messages
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and modify verification results. Hence, an end-to-end secured communication channel between
the VA and SE is not a necessity, but COULD be implemented.

Also, as the CPU is the “man in the middle” whenever the VA requires to obtain (root)
certificates from the SE, signature verification latency may be increased (compared with PI).

CON PII. 2. Signature verification may be slower (compared with PI) as the (root) certificate
requests from the VA will go through the CPU always.

Furthermore, the reasoning for key-establishment and key diversification applies to PII as well
(see Requirements PI.5 and PI.6).

• Secure Element. Contrary to PI, the VA can not maliciously modify or delete messages
exchanged between the CPU and SE (see PRO PII.2). This reduces the risk of MITM attacks,
but also improves the performance of signature generation and encryption/decryption.

• Memory-north. The security analysis for external memory-north is analogous to the analysis
of the external memory in partitioning I.

• Memory-south. The security analysis for external memory-south is analogous to the analysis
of the external memory in partitioning I.

6.3 Security Comparison

In this section, we summarise the advantages of one partitioning over the other.

6.3.1 PI over PII

Firstly, with PI the risk of MITM attacks between the Facility Layer and Application Layer is
reduced, as both protocol stack layers are implemented on one CPU. This could also reduce the
latency that will be introduced by the communication between the Facility Layer and Application
Layer, as no additional integrity and authenticity assurances are required on that communication.

Secondly, with PI, the VA has a direct connection to the SE, which decreases the risk of having
a MITM inserting, modifying or deleting messages on their communication. Furthermore, as the
VA can request (root) certificates from the SE directly (i.e., without an intervening CPU) the
performance of signature verifications will be better than with PII.

6.3.2 PII over PI

Firstly, execution of insecure firmware or applications not necessarily affect the Network Layer
or Facility Layer, as both protocol stack layers are implemented on different CPUs. Although
compartmentalisation of firmware and application executions in PI will also decrease this risk,
both CPUs in PII physically compartmentalise the protocol stack layers by hardware. As software
can not “break out” of such “physical compartment”, the risk of protocol stack layers affecting
other protocol stack layers is lower compared to PI. Hence, with PII, CPU-north and -south not
necessarily require a TEE.
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Secondly, with PII, the risk of a MITM attack on communication between CPU-south and the
SE is lower, as the VA does not intervene. This, in particular, is beneficial whenever the Network
Layer would like to have a message signed, for example.

Thirdly, no end-to-end secured communication is necessary between the SE and VA.

6.3.3 Partitioning Recommendations

As discussed in previous sections, both hardware partitionings introduce slight, but important,
differences on the requirements as have been discussed in Section 4.5.

If multiple protocol stack layers are implemented on one CPU, they must be executed compart-
mentalised. The Application Layer should be compartmentalised in a different compartment than
the compartment that contains the Network Layer or Facility Layer. Preferably, two different CPUs
are used to establish this separated compartmentalisation. If the Network Layer, Facility Layer (,
Management Layer) and Application Layer are implemented on the same CPU, this CPU should
support a Trusted Execution Environment. The Network Layer, Facility Layer and Management
Layer should be compartmentalised in the most secure compartment(s) of the TEE-enabled CPU
and the Application Layer in a different compartment. If the Application Layer is implemented on
a different CPU than the Network Layer and Facility Layer, then the possibly insecure third-party
applications can not directly affect the lower protocol stack layers, hence virtual compartmentali-
sation of the protocol stack layers is sufficient. Access to shared resources, by any of the protocol
stack layers, should be managed by the Management Layer, e.g. access to the external memory
unit.

Furthermore, both the VA and the SE should have an end-to-end secured (logical or physical)
connection to the CPU that implements the Network Layer, if that does not affects signature
verification performance (severely). That is, if the VA can obtain the required (root) certificates for
certificate chain verification in time. If the performance is insufficient then the VA and SE should
be physically interconnected directly. Possibly, if both the VA and SE can communicate with the
CPU via different physical connections, as well as with each other via a physical connection, then
we have obtained the best of both worlds. That is, end-to-end security for communication between
the VA and CPU, between the VA and SE, and between the SE and CPU. Note, this requires the
SE to have a second communication channel as well.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions

The main goals of this research are twofold, finding security requirements for an ITS Station from
the abstract perspective, and reconsidering the found requirements for an ITS Station from the
perspective of two potential hardware implementation. In the next section we will recapitulate
the findings of both research parts and in Section 7.2 we will provide advises for designing an ITS
Station.

7.1 Recapitulation

Typically, ITS messages are public information and are broadcast over the ITS radio network.
Hence, confidentiality of ITS messages is not a security issue. On the other hand, as processing
incorrect or spurious ITS messages may affect traffic safety and efficiency, integrity and authen-
ticity of ITS messages should be assured. Every protocol stack layer will perform checks on the
trustworthiness of ITS messages by different mechanisms.

Although the Access Layer uses error detection and correction mechanisms to verify integrity
of received ITS messages, the Access Layer can not detect maliciously injected, modified or deleted
ITS messages. Nevertheless, the integrity and authenticity of ITS messages are assured by the
digital signature. Hence, no additional security measures are required. Furthermore, although
message deletion by the Access Layer is a critical risk, countermeasures will not be able to remove
the threat of message deletion, as message deletion could have occurred before reception already,
e.g. by jamming the radio network. Also, message replay will be detectable by the time stamp
that is included in each ITS message signature at the time of signature generation. Hence, the
Access Layer can be considered to be a plain AD and DA converter which not necessarily requires
additional security measures.

The Network Layer requests the Verification Accelerator (VA) to verify the digital signature of
each ITS message. However, the higher protocol stack layers will not be able to verify integrity
and authenticity of the ITS message by the digital signature. Firstly, because the higher protocol
stack layers will not perform a (second) digital signature verification due to performance reasons.
Secondly, because the higher protocol stack layers will not have access to the complete ITS message,
which is necessary for signature verification. Hence, integrity and authenticity of ITS messages must
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be assured by other means, after the verification. In general, the VA should attach the verification
results to corresponding ITS message in a manner, such that the Facility Layer can detect malicious
modification to the verification results, e.g. by a malicious Network Layer. However, if the Network
Layer and Facility Layer are implemented in the same CPU and are compartmentalised together
(or in different, but equally secure compartments), then assurance of integrity and authenticity of
the communication between the VA and that particular CPU is sufficient. That is, no end-to-end
security between the VA and Facility Layer is required.

The Facility Layer will “absorb” the ITS message contents into a database that represents the
“situational awareness” of the traffic. ITS messages that are considered to be inconsistent with
this database, e.g. by a plausibility check, may be discarded. Also, the Facility Layer should check
the trustworthiness of messages, received from the Application Layer (e.g., collision warnings), to
enable detectability of incorrectly or maliciously generated traffic or user notification.

The Application Layer will have to perform plausibility checks on the messages, received from
the Facility Layer, as well.

The Management Layer will (partially) be implemented in all processing components (i.e., CPUs,
VA and Secure Element), but will not act upon the ITS messages. However, the Management Layer
should manage access to shared resources if multiple protocol stack layers are implemented on the
same CPU. The Security Layer, and in particular the Secure Element (SE), must be highly secure,
as digital signature generation, encryption/decryption and (root) certificate storage may not be
influenced or monitored (maliciously).

The risk analysis indicated several threats to the ITS Station. Firstly, Man-In-The-Middle
(MITM) attacks between protocol stack layers are the most critical threats. Stolen or unauthentic
hardware or software could be considered the second most critical threat. To mitigate the risk of
MITM attacks between protocol stack layers, integrity and authenticity of the messages must be
assured. Hence, every pair of processing components must establish a shared key. Key-establishment
should occur in a trusted environment, e.g., at the final stage of ITS Station assembly, and should
only be performed once. Key-establishment in this way eases the process of key-establishment,
as different ITS Station component manufacturers not necessarily need to cooperatively establish
shared keys. Furthermore, whenever two ITS Station components have established a shared key,
they can check the other’s knowledge of this key afterwards. If the other component does not
know the shared key (anymore), something may be wrong, e.g., one of the components may be
substituted. Note, for the latter it is crucial to ensure key-diversification. That is, every ITS
Station must (at least) have a different, or random, key for assuring integrity and authenticity of
internal communication. Additionally, but not necessarily, different keys may be used to assure
integrity and authenticity of communication between different ITS Station components pairs, e.g.,
one key for communication between the CPU-north and CPU-south, and one key for communication
between CPU-south and the VA. A stolen or maliciously substituted ITS Station component can be
detected as the shared keys will differ. Clearly, the shared key(s) must not leak. Hence, components
must store the shared key(s) in secure memory.

Although integrity and authenticity assurance of communication internal to the ITS Station
is protected, unauthentic software can still be installed by masquerading a genuine software au-
thor. Hence, software must be digitally signed and verified on its integrity and authenticity before
installation. Furthermore, the process of updating software must comply with NIST’s BIOS guide-
lines [20]. If compliance is realised, the firmware is protected from malicious modifications, can
not be installed without the presence of the ITS Station user (e.g., vehicle owner) and is protected
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against rollback.
Finally, protocol stack layers must not be able to (maliciously) modify data of other protocol

stack layers. If multiple protocol stack layers are implemented on one CPU, they must be executed
compartmentalised. The Application Layer may support execution of (insecure) third-party appli-
cations which may affect lower protocol stack layers. Hence, if the Network Layer, Facility Layer,
Management Layer and Application Layer are implemented on the same CPU, this CPU should
support a Trusted Execution Environment, to mitigate the risk of insecure or malicious applica-
tions affecting the lower protocol stack layers. The Network Layer, Facility Layer and Management
Layer should be compartmentalised in the most secure compartment of the (TEE-enabled) CPU
and the Application Layer in a different compartment. On the other hand, if the Application Layer
is implemented on a different CPU than the Network Layer and Facility Layer, virtual compart-
mentalisation of the protocol stack layers is sufficient, and hence, none of the CPU’s require a
TEE.

7.2 Design Recommendations

The risk analysis indicated several security critical aspects that should be taken into account when
designing and implementing an ITS Station.

As the signature generation process, (root) certificate storage and encryption and decryption
are the trust anchors for integrity, authenticity and confidentiality assurance, a secure element is
required which provides (highly) secure processing and storage. An example of such secure element
is the (Common Criteria AEL6+ certified) SmartMX2 secure smart card product family by NXP
Semiconductors [32].

As MITM attacks on the communication between protocol stack layers are the most critical
security risk to the ITS Station, ITS Station components should establish a shared key in a se-
cure environment. This should be done only once, to enable detectability of stolen ITS Station
components. Note, it is crucial to ensure key-diversification among ITS Stations. That is, every
ITS Station must (at least) have a different, or random, key for assuring integrity and authentic-
ity of internal communication. Additionally, different keys should be used to assure integrity and
authenticity of communication between different ITS Station components pairs, e.g., one key for
communication between the CPU-north and CPU-south, and one key for communication between
CPU-south and the VA. This will mitigate the impact of a compromise of a shared keys that is used
to assure communication between protocol stack layers. Also, shared keys will enable detectability
of ITS Station components that do not know the (previously) shared key. If an ITS Station com-
ponent does not know the (previously) shared key anymore, one or both components could have
been maliciously modified or substituted.

Firmware and application updates should be digitally signed and verified before installation.
This enables detectability of masquerading attacks on genuine software authors. Furthermore, the
process of installing or updating firmware or applications must comply with NIST’s BIOS guidelines.

If multiple protocol stack layers are implemented on one CPU, they must be executed com-
partmentalised. If the Network Layer, Facility Layer, Management Layer and Application Layer
are implemented on the same CPU, this CPU should support a Trusted Execution Environment
to mitigate the risk of insecure or malicious applications affecting the lower protocol stack layers.
The Network Layer, Facility Layer and Management Layer should be compartmentalised in the
most secure compartment(s) of the TEE-enabled CPU and the Application Layer in a different
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compartment. Access to shared resources, by any of the protocol stack layers, should be managed
by the Management Layer, e.g. access to the external memory unit. If the Application Layer is
implemented on a different CPU than the Network Layer and Facility Layer, virtual compartmen-
talisation of the protocol stack layers is sufficient.

Furthermore, both the VA and the SE should have an end-to-end secured (logical or physical)
connection to the CPU that implements the Network Layer, if that does not affects signature
verification performance (severely). That is, if the VA can obtain the required (root) certificates for
certificate chain verification in time. If the performance is insufficient then the VA and SE should
be physically interconnected directly. Possibly, if both the VA and SE can communicate with the
CPU via different physical connections, as well as with each other via a physical connection, then
we have obtained the best of both worlds. That is, end-to-end security for communication between
the VA and CPU, between the VA and SE, and between the SE and CPU. Note, this requires the
SE to have a second (physical) connection as well.

The Local Dynamic Map (LDM), maintained by the Facility Layer, should be stored encrypted.
This prevents attackers, who have access to the memory that contains the LDM, from (uniquely)
identifying ITS Stations by tracking changes in the LDM.

The set of pseudonym certificates, maintained by the Network Layer, should be stored encrypted.
This prevents attackers, who gained access to the memory that contains the pseudonym certificates,
from (uniquely) identifying ITS Stations by tracking pseudonym certificate changes.

7.3 Future Work

Firstly, the risk analysis is performed on the generic communication architecture of an ITS Station.
Based on corresponding risk estimations, prioritised requirements are argued and reconsidered for
two hardware partitionings. However, these requirements may not be applicable to partitionings
that differ from our partitionings. Hence, if the partitioning differs from ours, care must be taken
when considering our requirements.

Secondly, our risk and security analyses were scoped down to safety-related traffic communica-
tion. Further research will be necessary to check if non-safety-related communication changes the
requirements we indicated or even introduces new requirements.

Finally, further research is required to determine the exact impact on the ITS applications when
the hop-limit value—part of multi-hop ITS messages—is not secured as suggested in Chapter 3.
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APPENDIX A

Security Risk Estimations

Section A.1 explains aspects of the risk estimations table of Section A.2.2

A.1 Explanation of risk aspects

Time The worst-case complete time span—i.e., shortest time span—required to identify one or more
vulnerabilities, create an attack and successfully execute the attack.

value description

(0) ≤ 1 day

(1) ≤ 1 week

(4) ≤ 1 month

(13) ≤ 3 month

(26) ≤ 6 month

(999) > 6 month

Expertise Required generic knowledge of the underlying principles, product type or attack methods to
develop and execute a successful attack.

value description

(0) Laymen: not knowledgeable compared to experts or proficient persons, i.e., no particular
expertise

(2) Proficient : familiar with the security behaviour of the product of system type

(5) Expert : familiar with the underlying algorithms, protocols, hardware, structures, secu-
rity behaviour, principles and concepts of security employed, techniques and tools for
definition of new attacks, cryptography, classical attacks for product type, attack meth-
ods, etc., implemented in the product or system type.

Knowledge Required knowledge of the asset.

value description
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(0) Public: publicly available information about the asset (e.g., as gained from the Internet)

(1) Restricted : restricted information about the asset, i.e, knowledge that is controlled within
the developer organisation and shared with other organisations under a non-disclosure
agreement

(4) Sensitive: sensitive information about the asset, i.e., knowledge that is shared between
discreet teams within the developer organisation, access to which is constrained only to
members of the specified teams

(10) Critical : critical information about the asset, i.e, knowledge that is known by only a few
individuals, access to which is very tightly controlled on a strict need-to-know basis and
individual undertaking

Opportunity The time window required to execute the attack and the difficulty to access the attack interface
determine the opportunity to execute a successful attack.

value description

(0) Unnecessary : access to the asset is not needed

(1) Easy : access to the asset for less that 1 day and attack interface is between ITS protocol
layers

(4) Moderate: access to the asset for less that 1 day and attack interface is between ITS
protocol layer component(s)

(12) Difficult : access to the asset for multiple days and attack interface is on/in ITS protocol
layer component(s)

(999) None: no opportunity exists

Equipment IT hardware/software or other equipment refers to the equipment required to identify or
exploit a vulnerability.

value description

(0) Standard : readily available (may be part of the asset)

(3) Specialised : not readily available, but can be acquired without undue effort

(7) Bespoke: not readily available and requires high cost and/or is highly specialised

Asset impact The asset impact is scoped down to the ITS Station, i.e., the basis of business of an ITS
Station.

value description

(1) Low : concerned party is not harmed, possible damage is low

(2) Medium: threatening interest of subscriber/provider, non-negligible

(3) High: basis of business is threatened, severe damage

Intensity In case of a successfully executed attack, the number of affected protocols stack layers is
indicated by the Intensity factor.

value description

(0) Single instance: only one ITS protocol layer is affected

(1) Moderate intensity : multiple ITS protocol layers are affected, but is detectable

(2) High intensity : multiple ITS protocol layers are affected and is not detectable



A.2 Risk Estimations

A.2.1 Example

For example, consider the threat Execution of insecure firmware, achieved by means of an Radio
transceiving equipment : replay (injection only) attack. The complete time to develop and execute
this attack is considered to be (i) “less or equal to 1 week” (corresponding value: 0, the attacker
expertise is required to be (ii) “at least familiar with the attacked security behaviour” (correspond-
ing value: 2 ), he should have (iii) knowledge of “shared secret information (information under an
non-disclosure agreement, only known among discrete teams within developers organisation)” (cor-
responding value: 4 ), the opportunity to execute the attack is present whenever he has (iv) “access
to the targeted ITS-S for less than a day and can be deployed between protocol layer implementa-
tions” (corresponding value: 1 ), and the equipment with which the attack is executed is (v) “not
readily available but can be acquired with undue effort” (corresponding value: 3 ). Furthermore,
execution of the attack on or at the access layer has “low impact”, (vi), (corresponding value: 1 )
on the ITS-S and the (vii) intensity is “low as only that layer is affected” (corresponding value: 0 ).
The final risk determination is calculated as follows: (i) + (ii) + (iii) + (iv) + (v) = a
Occurence, (b), of the attack is considered to be “unlikely” (corresponding value: 1 ) whenever
a ≥ 15, “possible” (corresponding value: 2 ) whenever 7 ≤ a ≤ 4 or “likely” (corresponding value:
3 ) whenever 1 ≤ a ≤ 6. The total impact, (c), (i.e., combination of asset impact and intensity) of
a successful attack is simply the sum of both ratings (limited up to 3 ), thus (c) = (vi) + (vii) and
1 ≤ c ≤ 3. The final risk estimation is considered to be “Minor” whenever (b)(c) ∈ 1, 2 (“b times c
equals either 1 or 2”), “Major” whenever (b)(c) ∈ 3, 4 and “Critical” whenever (b)(c) ∈ 6, 9. Note,
in this example, the attack location (as indicated in column 5 of Table A.2.2 is determined by the
evaluated threat agent (which is applied on the air interface in this case). Estimating the risk of
such an attack at the, say, Network layer, thus is not applicable.

In this risk analysis an attack can be executed on different layers in the ITS protocol stack.
That is, the used threat agent is executed on or at the Access Layer, Network Layer, Facility Layer,
Application Layer or Security Layer.

A.2.2 Risk Table



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Execution of
insecure firmware

MITM equipment

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access 3 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 1 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 3 + 2 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 3 + 2 Critical
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Moderate (14) Management 2 + 1 Critical
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Radio transceiver
(masquerading
genuine software
author)

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access 3 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Expert (5) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application N/A N/A
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : Moderate (14) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Maliciously
modifying stored
data

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (37) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Stolen firmware
components

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 1 Minor
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : High (16) Management 1 + 1 Minor
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (41) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :> 6 months(999) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (1016) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Execution of insecure
applications (at
Application Layer)

Use of insecure
firmware

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 2 + 2 Major
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 2 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (30) Management 2 + 2 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Radio transceiving
equipment
(masquerading
software author)

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access 2 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Expert (5) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application N/A N/A
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : Moderate (14) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Possible (2)

MITM equipment

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access 2 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 2 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 2 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 2 Critical
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Moderate (11) Management 2 + 2 Critical
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Process (data)
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 2 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 2 + 2 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (29) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Stolen firmware
component(s)

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : (14) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : High (16) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 2 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 2 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 2 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (41) Management 2 + 2 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :> 6 months(999) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 2 Major
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility 2 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 2 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Minor
Difficulty : > High (1005) Management 2 + 2 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Malicious or
mischievous
manupulation of
process data

Insecure firmware

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 3 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (41) Management 3 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Insecure applications

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access N/A N/A
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 3 + 2 Critical
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : Moderate (10) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Possible (2)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Stolen firmware
components

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 0 Major
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 1 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 1 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 1 Critical
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Basic (5) Management 1 + 1 Critical
Likelihood : Likely (3)

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 3 + 2 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (41) Management 3 + 2 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :> 6 months(999) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 3 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (1020) Management 3 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Message injection,
modification or
deletion

Radio transceiving
equipment; replay
(injection only)

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 1 Major
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application N/A N/A
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : Moderate (7) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Radio transceiving
equipment;
self-created
(injection only)

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 1 Major
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application N/A N/A
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : Moderate (7) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Possible (2)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

MITM equipment

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access 2 + 1 Critical
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 2 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 3 + 2 Critical
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Critical
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Moderate (14) Management 2 + 2 Critical
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Malicious or insecure
firmware

Time :≤ 6 months (26) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (43) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Malicious or
incorrect
applications

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access N/A N/A
Expertise : Expert (5) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : > High (30) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Stolen firmware
components

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 1 Major
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 1 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 1 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 1 Critical
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Basic (5) Management 1 + 1 Critical
Likelihood : Likely (3)

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 3 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (41) Management 3 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :> 6 months(999) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 3 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (1016) Management 3 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Complete, selective
or random DoS to
(non-)ITS messages

Radio jammer

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 2 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Laymen (0) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application N/A N/A
Equipment : Standard (0) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : No rating (2) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Likely (3)

Radio transceiver
(saturating the radio
channel(s)

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 2 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application N/A N/A
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : Moderate (8) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Malicious or insecure
firmware

Time :≤ 6 months (26) Access 3 + 2 Major
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 3 + 2 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (43) Management 3 + 2 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

MITM equipment

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 3 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Laymen (0) Network 3 + 2 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 3 + 2 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 3 + 2 Critical
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Basic (3) Management 3 + 2 Critical
Likelihood : Likely (3)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Malicious or
incorrect
applications

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access N/A N/A
Expertise : Expert (5) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : > High (30) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Stolen firmware
components

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 1 Critical
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 1 Critical
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 1 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 1 Critical
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Basic (5) Management 2 + 1 Critical
Likelihood : Likely (3)

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 1 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 3 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 3 + 2 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 3 + 2 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (33) Management 3 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 2 + 2 Critical
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 2 Critical
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility 3 + 2 Critical
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 3 + 2 Critical
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Moderate (7) Management 2 + 2 Critical
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Eavesdropping MITM equipment

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 0 Major
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 2 + 0 Major
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 0 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : Moderate (8) Management 2 + 0 Major
Likelihood : Possible (2)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Malicious or insecure
firmware

Time :≤ 6 months (26) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 1 Major
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (46) Management 2 + 1 Major
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Malicious or
incorrect
applications

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access N/A N/A
Expertise : Expert (5) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : > High (30) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Stolen firmware
components

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 0 Major
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 0 Major
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 1 + 0 Major
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 0 Critical
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Basic (5) Management 1 + 0 Major
Likelihood : Likely (3)

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 1 + 0 Minor
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (33) Management 1 + 0 Minor
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :> 6 months(999) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 2 + 0 Minor
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility 2 + 0 Minor
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 2 + 0 Minor
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : > High (1016) Management 2 + 0 Minor
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Denial of message
transmission or
reception

Inexistence of
auditable log

Time :≤ 1 day (0) Access 1 + 0 Major
Expertise : Laymen (0) Network 1 + 0 Major
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility 1 + 1 Critical
Accessibility : Unnecessary (0) Application 1 + 1 Critical
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 1 + 1 Critical
Difficulty : No rating (0) Management 1 + 0 Major
Likelihood : Likely (3)

MITM equipment

Time :≤ 1 month (4) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 0 Minor
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 1 + 0 Minor
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 1 + 0 Minor
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 1 + 0 Minor
Difficulty : Moderate (11) Management 1 + 0 Minor
Likelihood : Possible (2)

Malicious firmware

Time :≤ 6 months (26) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 0 Minor
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : > High (43) Management 2 + 0 Minor
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Malicious
applications

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access N/A N/A
Expertise : Expert (5) Network N/A N/A
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility N/A N/A
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security N/A N/A
Difficulty : > High (30) Management N/A N/A
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Stolen firmware
components

Time :≤ 1 week (1) Access 1 + 0 Major
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 0 Major
Knowledge : Restricted (1) Facility 1 + 0 Major
Accessibility : Easy (1) Application 1 + 0 Major
Equipment : Standard (0) Security 3 + 2 Critical
Difficulty : Basic (5) Management 1 + 0 Major
Likelihood : Likely (3)



Threat group Threat agent
Attack

Risk
Factor Range Attack Loca-

tion
Imp.+Int.

Counterfeit insecure
ITS-S components

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Expert (5) Network 2 + 0 Minor
Knowledge : Sensitive (4) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : Moderate (4) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Bespoke (7) Security 3 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (33) Management 2 + 0 Minor
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Physical
environment
monitoring or
influencing
equipment

Time :≤ 3 months (13) Access 1 + 0 Minor
Expertise : Proficient (2) Network 1 + 0 Minor
Knowledge : Public (0) Facility 2 + 1 Major
Accessibility : Difficult (12) Application 2 + 1 Major
Equipment : Specialised (3) Security 2 + 2 Major
Difficulty : > High (34) Management 1 + 0 Minor
Likelihood : Unlikely (1)

Table A.1: Risk Evaluations



APPENDIX B

Evaluation of Countermeasures

B.1 Add a Message Authentication Code to each in-vehicular
message

A Message Authentication Code (MAC) enables verifiability of message integrity and authenticity.
A MAC combines a cryptographic hash function with symmetric encryption. The two communicat-
ing parties must have access to a shared secret symmetric key and a common hashing mechanism.
On message reception, successfully decrypting the message and verifying the message hash value
provides assurance on the message’s authenticity and integrity. More details on MACs can be found
in [31].

• Countermeasure strategy:Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Erroneous and malicious message modifications during transmission can be detected
whenever a MAC is used, enabling reliable message delivery.

• Disadvantages

– Message size increases, by addition of the checksum.

– Messsage processing is delayed because of the integrity and authenticity validations (en-
cryption/decryption and hashing).

– If no probabilistic encryption [31] is used, message replay is still possible.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– For enabling verifiability of message integrity between two communicating parties, both
parties must use the same MAC algorithms (which can be implemented in software
easily). However, the MAC algorithm implies sharing and storing a secret key in a
secure manner.
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– A MAC on itself does not prevent from replay attacks. Hence, probabilistic encryption
is required.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Assures integrity and authenticity of messages, hence mitigates the risk of message in-
jection and modification.

B.2 Use a unique identifier for each message

Even though messages with corresponding MAC can be verified on their integrity and authenticity,
malicious message replay can not be detected if non-probabilistic encryption is used in the MAC
mechanism. Non-non-probabilistic encryption can be achieved by including a message identifier—
which will change every message—to each message. Basically, there are three types of message
identifiers: counter, nonce (number used once) and a time stamp, each of them have their advantages
and disadvantages.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages
Nonce: Messages including a nonce (assumingly an unpredictable number), equal to another
message nonce received before, will be considered as a message replay and can be rejected.
So, within a given context, a nonce may not be reused.. Consequently, communicating ITS
(component(s)) need to maintain a list of consumed nonces, and, morover, require a (pseudo-
)random number generator ((P)RNG) for generation of the nonces.
Counter : Each ITS (component(s)) maintain a (synchronised) counter to which a message’s
nonce may not deviate (up to a certain threshold). Massages including a counter value lower
than than the synchronised counter value can be rejected. Consequently, communicating ITS
(component(s)) need to synchronise their counter states.
Time stamp: Messages with a time stamp outside the current time window can be rejected.

• Disadvantages
Nonce: Ideally, a nonce should be generated with a (true) random bit generator. However,
random bit generation is an inefficient procedure in most practical environments [31]. As the
ITS Station will have to process (non-)messagesat a high frequency, (true) random number
generators are less applicable. Therefore, a pseudorandom bit generator (PRBG) will be more
applicable. Hardware implementations of a RNG often are relatively slow (limited number of
random bits per second), and therefore are often used to ”seed” a faster—but less secure—
pseudorandom number generator. Moreover, because of the highly dynamic traffic topology,
synchronising the list of used nonces among communicating ITS (component(s)) will be im-
practical. Furthermore, the number of possible nonce values (nonce space) require to be verly
large in case of high message frequency, as nonce collisions will occur more often, leading to
message discards. Consequently, nonce values will have an increase byte size, affecting the
available bandwidth. Moreover, because of the ’Birthday’, collisions will occur with higher
probability than 1/n (with n equal to the number of possible nonce values), hereby requiring
a larger nonce space.



Counter : Because of the highly dynamic traffic topology, it will be impractical to syn-
chronise the counter among communicating ITS (component(s)). Furthermore, the counter
will be reset (overflow) after a fixed number of incrementations (or decrementations, de-
pending on the implementation). An attacker having a record of one or more messages
for every possible sequence number can replay them whenever the current sequence num-
ber reaches the corresponding sequence numbers again. Moreover, as safety related (non-
)messagesare just broadcast—meaning, the communication protocol is stateless, thus conclu-
sions can only be made on basis of individual message contents—the receiving ITS (compo-
nent(s)) can not detect the replay by only checking the sequence number. For non-safety
related communication—which can use stateful communication protocols such as TCP over
IPv6—sequence numbers may be practical, but for safety related V2V communication, the
sequence number is impractical [7]
Time stamp: Message replay within the same time window as it has been recorded still is
possible. Moreover, communicating ITS (component(s)) need to synchronise their clocks, as
otherwise valid and genuine (non-)messagesmay be discarded. Clock synchronisation could be
achieved by the use of GNSS time. Furthermore, time representations must be non-recurring—
e.g., such as POSIX time—otherwise validity time windows will recur as well, leaving open
the possibility to message replay.

• Implications on the ITS(S) architecture

– Nonce: A (pseudo)random number generator for nonce generation, secure storage and
maintenance of list of consumed nonces are required.

– Counter : Secure storage and maintenance of the synchronised counter (synchronised
among all intercommunicating parties) is required. This counter synchronisation intro-
duces additional management communication.

– Time stamp: A global (in-vehicle) clock—securely accessible for all intercommunicating
parties—for maintaining a synchronised time window. Provisioning of a global clock may
introduce additional management communication.

– All methods: For all methods, the communication protocol and message formats are
affected.

– Access layer and Network layer
As safety-related messagesare time stamped and signed, these do not require an addi-
tional timestamp for communicating ITS messages between the Access Layer and Net-
work Layer. However, non-ITS messages may not include a timestamp, thus require one
of the three discussed message identifier methods.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Message injections (e.g., by replay), outside the message identifier validity window, will
be detectable.



– Whenever the message identifiers are used to create probabilistic encryption for com-
munication, eavesdropping on (probabilistically encrypted) messages doe not reveal any
information on the message’s content.

B.3 Authenticate ITS Station user

ITS Station users must be authenticated to prevent unauthorised users using a stolen ITS Station.
For example, to prevent a stolen ITS Station from broadcasting messages. Current car keys could
be extended for authentication.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– An ITS Station will not grant access to a user, not possessing the corresponding vehicle
key, e.g., a hijacker of an ITS Station.

• Disadvantages

– Feature extension of current vehicle keys may be costly.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– ITS Station components must include a mechanism to block access to privileged re-
sources.

– Care must be taken to prevent from replay attacks.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– An ITS Station hijacker can not perform abuse masquerading attacks by using that ITS
Station, whenever the hijacker does not possess the corresponding ITS Station key.

B.4 Authenticate ITS Station processes

A process may be restricted to certain ITS Station users, ITS Station components, ITS Station
software or (non-)ITS messages, hereby requiring authentication and authorisation of those. In order
to ensure only privileged ITS Station components or processes gain access to restricted processes,
they must be authenticated and authorised by the use of an authentication and authorisation ticket.
Digital certificates, including a list of permissions the certificate holder has, could represent such
a ticket. Nevertheless, at runtime, verification of digital signatures probably requires too much
resources. To overcome this, the first time an ITS Station component or process requests access
to restricted resources, its digital certificate and corresponding permissions are verified. After
successful validation, a session key could be generated to enable verifiability of the proclaimed
identity in further communication, e.g., by the use of a Message Authentication Code, which is
much faster than verifying digital signatures.



For example, 3rd-party applications are not allowed to access the Vehicle Control System. Au-
thentication and authorisation is a method to grant access to restricted processes for authorised
processes or entities only.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– ITS Station processes will be able to verify authorisation of ITS Station components and
processes.

• Disadvantages

– Messages require additional information, such as an authorisation ticket (e.g., digital
signature or MAC), hereby increasing the required communication bandwidth or storage
capacity. Whenever authorisation tickets are included in a digital certificate, signed by
a TTP, changes in permissions require certificates to be revoked and regenerated with
updated permissions. Moreover, restricted ITS Station processes require capabilities to
verify digital signatures.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– ITS Station manufacturers must implement authentication and authorisation mecha-
nisms to prevent unauthorised components or processes from accessing restricted ITS
Station processes.

– In case permissions are included in digital certificates, signature verification mechanisms
must be implemented as well.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Counterfeit ITS components (or malicious processes), not possessing an authentic au-
thorisation ticket, will not be able to access restricted ITS Station processes.

– Processes have a limited set of privileges.

B.5 Authenticate ITS Station hardware

To enable detectability of unauthentic hardware, a digital certificate could be attached to ITS
Station components.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Enables detectability of unauthentic hardware components.

• Disadvantages

– See countermeasure Digitally sign data



• Implications on the ITS architecture

– See countermeasure Digitally sign data

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Counterfeit ITS components (or malicious processes) can be detected.

B.6 Compartmentalise software executions

Protocol stack layers must not be able to influence of monitor other protocol stack layers. Hence,
they must be executed compartmentalised. When a protocol stack layer “breaks out” of its compart-
ment, it may gain permissions on CPU firmware “level”, thus the ability to affect other compartmen-
talised protocol stack layers. Hence, the choice of compartmentalisation mechanism is dependant
for the actual security is provides. The following non-exhaustive list indicates the compartmen-
talisation mechanisms that are considered in this analysis. The advantages and disadvantages are
discussed briefly for each mechanism.

• Hardware separation. Separating protocol stack layer(s) by implementing those on different
physical units, e.g., CPUs.

– Advantage. Protocol stack layers can only influence other protocol stack layers—implemented
on the other physical unit—via the communication interface between the units.

– Disadvantage. Communication between the physical units may require integrity and
authenticity assurance. This may imply that the physical units have to establish and
securely store a shared key.

• Trusted Execution Environment. CPUs that offer Trusted Execution Environments [2] (TEE),
can execute software either in a “normal world” or in a “secure world”. The “secure world”
provides secure execution of software and secure storage, whereas the “normal world” typically
executes (third-party) applications. For example, ARM TrustZone R© supports TEE.

– Advantage. Software, executed in the “normal world ”, can only interact with software
that is executed in the “secure world” via strict and highly secure TEE kernel.

– Disadvantage. Due to the complexity of CPUs with TEE, development of software for
this CPU is more difficult, hence more subject to faulty (insecure) implementation. Fur-
thermore, TEE creates “only” two compartments: the “secure world” and the “normal
world”.

• Virtualisation. Virtualised software is executed in an isolated user-space, which is executed
“on top” of the kernel of the operating system. Virtualised software can only communicate
via the kernel.

– Advantage. Does not require a (probably more expensive) TEE-enabled CPU. Further-
more, in general, an unlimited number of virtualised compartments can be created.
Hence, virtual compartmentalisation allow more flexible software design than TEE for
example.



– Disadvantage. Virtual compartmentalisation is less secure than TEE and hardware sep-
aration. Hence, the risk of virtualised software “breaking out” of its compartment is
higher than with the other two methods.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Software executions are separated from other software executions. The actual security
of the compartmentalisation is dependent on the used compartmentalisation method.

• Disadvantages

– May require additional hardware components or more expensive hardware components.

– May make software development more difficult.

– May have a negative impact on the computational resources.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– May require additional or more expensive hardware components.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Compartmentalised software executions can not maliciously affect other software execu-
tions.

B.7 Comply with NIST firmware bootstrap and update guide-
lines

Comply to NIST guidelines for securing firmware (see [20]). That is:

a) The firmware must be protected from malicious modification.

b) Firmware updates must be signed.

c) Firmware protection cannot be bypassed.

d) A user must be present for all firmware updates.

e) There must be anti-rollback protection.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Firmware integrity and authenticity is protected before installation and after.

• Disadvantages

– See countermeasure Digitally sign data



• Implications on the ITS architecture

– See countermeasure Digitally sign data

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Unauthentic software can not be installed and (authentic) firmware can not be modified
maliciously.

B.8 Digitally sign data

Digitally signing data enables verifiability of integrity and authenticity of the signed data. In
general, all data can be digitally signed, but, for the purpose of this thesis, only messages and
software (i.e., firmware and applications) are considered.

B.8.1 Digitally sign messages

Digital message signature enable verifiability of message integrity and authenticity. ITS messages
will be digitally signed, as agreed on by the Car-2-Car Communications Consortium (C2C-CC).
However, in-vehicular messages (non-ITS messages or ITS messages that have been verified) require
verifiability of its integrity and authenticity as well.

Nevertheless, as processing messages is subject to stringent timing or computational require-
ments, digital signatures must not be applied excessively. Therefore, for in-vehicular communica-
tion, it is recommended to enabling verifiability of message integrity and authenticity by the use
of, for example, a MAC.

• Countermeasure strategy Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Message integrity and authenticity are verifiable on reception, if corresponding certificate
chain—up to a trusted level—is available.

– Enables detectability of counterfeit ITS Station component(s), if intercommunicating
ITS Station components possess a digital certificate, signed by a TTP. For simplification
of certificate management, ITS Station components from the same manufacturer could
share the same certificate (a “group” certificate). Nevertheless, this will decrease the
security in the sense that data origin authenticity can not be verified anymore and,
moreover, whenever a group certificate is compromised, all corresponding ITS Station
components require a new (common) certificate.

• Disadvantages

– Every ITS Station component requires a unique (or “group”) certificate, signed by a
TTP, common to all intercommunicating ITS Station components. Although the de-
fined PKI for message signatures could be extended for the purpose of communication
internal to in-vehicular communication, the TTP still has to sign certificates for ITS
Station components. This may have a severe impact on the complexity of the certificate
management.



– To ensure secrecy of the secret key, corresponding a certificate, each certificate holder
requires secure—and, in the case of personal (i.e., non-“group”) certificate, exclusive—
access to this key. Consequently, a tamper-resistant memory unit is required.

– Certificates of misbehaving or compromised ITS Station components should be revocable,
hereby requiring a so-called Certificate Revocation List (CRL), generated, maintained
and distributed by a TTP. Although a revoked certificate can not be trusted anymore,
signatures generated with revoked certificates may still validate at ITS Station compo-
nents with an outdated CRL. CRL maintenance thus is very important.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– A TTP, common to all intercommunicating ITS Station components, must sign corre-
sponding certificates and generate, maintain and distribute a Certificate Revocation List
(CRL).

– Every ITS Station component requires secure access to its certificate and corresponding
secret key, as well as to the certificate of the TTP. This will require a tamper-resistant
is required.

– Every (intercommunicating) ITS Station component must be capable of generating and
verifying digital signatures. If such capabilities are shared, e.g., by the Security Layer
sharing its resources, secure separated access sessions must be established.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Maliciously injected or modified messages (by MITM equipment) will not go undetected.
Note, malicious firmware could still inject or modify messages (whenever it is capable of
generating valid digital signatures).

– If ITS Station components will contain unique digital certificates, counterfeit ITS Station
components will be detected.

B.8.2 Digitally sign software

On contrary to digital signing messages, digitally signing software is less bounded by stringent
timing or computational requirements. Software’s integrity and authenticity can be verified after
being downloaded and during software bootstrapping.

• Countermeasure strategy

– Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Software integrity and authenticity are verifiable on reception and before execution, if
corresponding (part of) certificate chain is available.

– Enables detectability of malicious software injection or modifications before execution.

• Disadvantages

– A TTP, generating, maintaining and distributing certificates and Certificate Revocation
Lists is required.



– Manufacturers may need to generate and maintain certificates—comprising more privileges—
for maintenance of the ITS Station.

– ITS Station components that will verify software’s integrity and authenticity will require
(additional) secure resources such as secure memory for key and certificate storage. Fur-
thermore, they will require mechanisms to verify digital signatures.

– Software will be appended with a digital signature, hereby increasing the required band-
width (for when it is downloaded) and memory (for installation).

– On-the-fly verification of over-the-air downloaded software may affect safety-related ITS
Station processes.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– A TTP, common to all intercommunicating ITS Station components, must sign corre-
sponding certificates and generate, maintain and distribute a Certificate Revocation List
(CRL).

– Every ITS Station component requires secure access to its certificate and corresponding
secret key, as well as to the certificate chain.

– Every ITS Station component, verifying software integrity and authenticity, must have
access to a digital signature verification mechanism. If such mechanisms are not available
to one or more ITS Station components, available mechanisms must be shared through
secure session. This may problematic.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Maliciously modified or injected software (over-the-air or in-vehicle) will be detectable.

B.9 Encrypt data

Encryption can be used to hide confidential information—while being transmitted or stored—from
readers, unauthorised to read that information. However, symmetric and asymmetric encryption
implementations have different implications on the ITS architecture. Therefore, both types of
encryption are analysed on their implications on the ITS architecture. Basically, asymmetric en-
cryption is faster but requires the communicating parties to establish a shared key (e.g., at man-
ufacturer or at runtime by using asymmetric encryption). Symmetric encryption is much slower
than symmetric encryption, but does not require to have the communicating parties knowing a
shared secret at runtime. Mostly, asymmetric encryption is used for establishing a shared secret
key in the initialisation phase of the communication and symmetric is used to encrypt the rest of
the communication.

B.9.1 Symmetric encryption

Symmetric encryption requires a secret shared session key, common to all intercommunication
parties, authorised to read the confidential information. Establishment of the shared secret key
can be done by pre-sharing (e.g., at manufacturer) or by the use of a key-establishment protocol.
However, the latter requires asymmetric encryption. Key establishment over a secured channel may



be impractical, as ITS Station components may originate from different manufacturers. Moreover,
every additional party, sharing the same secret key, increases the risk of leaking that key.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Symmetric encryption prevents from eavesdropping on confidential information, if im-
plemented correctly. Note that, this advantage applies to asymmetric encryption as
well.

– Requires less computational power than asymmetric encryption (in general), thus more
applicable for environments with stringent timing or computational requirements.

• Disadvantages

– Pre-sharing secret session keys may be impractible because different ITS Station com-
ponents may have different manufacturers.

– Symmetric encryption does not (necessarily) enable verifiability of message integrity, nor
verifiability of message authenticity. Note that, this disadvantage applies to asymmetric
encryption as well.

– Although significantly less than with asymmetric encryption, symmetric encryption af-
fects the performance of the ITS Station.

– Symmetric encryption does not enable non-repudiation, as the message could have orig-
inated from any party, having access to the shared symmetric key.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– All ITS layers (for ITS Station components that use symmetric encryption)

∗ Secure storage for the secret session key(s). Note that this implications applies to
asymmetric encryption as well.

∗ The secret session key must be shared over a secured channel—preserving confiden,
other than channel which is used for the encrypted communication. This implies
having a secure environment in which session keys are shared, possibly residing at
the manufacturer, or elsewhere.

∗ Establishment of shared keys by the use of hybrid solution (using asymmetric en-
cryption for session key establishment and symmetric encryption for following com-
munication) introduces a delay in the initialisation phase (i.e., bootstrapping) of an
ITS Station.

– Network and Access layer

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– En route message injection and modification (when integrity and authenticity preserver-
ing encryption is used)

– En route message eavesdrop will be infeasible, whenever all security aspects are correctly
taken into account.

– To, create probabilistic encryption, one could include a message identifier in the sym-
metrically encrypted data.



B.9.2 Asymmetric encryption

Asymmetric encryption is usually used establishment of the shared key, as it does not require a
secured channel (different to the one used for encrypted communication). The main difference with
symmetric encryption is point in time where trust is involved; with symmetric encryption it lies
in the trusted environment during establishment of the shared key, with asymmetric it lies in the
trusted environment and the TTP during at the time of digitally signing the digital certificate.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Symmetric encryption prevents from eavesdropping on confidential information, if im-
plemented correctly. Note that, this advantage applies to asymmetric encryption as
well.

– Intercommunicating parties can establish a shared symmetric key “on-the-fly”, without
having “met” in a secure environment to establish a secretly shared session key, as would
be necessary with symmetric encryption. Note that, with a hybrid solution, “on-the-fly”
key-establishment is possible as well.

– Asymmetric encryption does not require communicating parties to have “met” before
for establishing a shared session key, as would be the case with symmetric encryption.
Nevertheless, with asymmetric encryption, one would require a TTP.

– If the secret key, used for asymmetric encryption, of one communicating party is com-
promised, communication intended for that compromised component is compromised
only.

• Disadvantages

• Symmetric encryption does not (necessarily) enable verifiability of message integrity, nor
verifiability of message authenticity. Note that, this disadvantage applies to asymmetric
encryption as well.

– Requires less computational power than asymmetric encryption (in general), thus more
applicable for environments with stringent timing or computational requirements.

– Asymmetric encryption requires more computational power than symmetric encryption.

– Asymmetric encryption requires knowledge of the public key of the intercommunicating
ITS Station components.

– Group communication can only be established when all members share the same public
key pair (thus, the corresponding private key as well), or when they have established a
shared symmetric key (e.g., by using a key-agreement protocol).

– Masquerading attacks are still possible if the integrity and authenticity of a public key
can not be verified. A TTP, digitally signing the public key, can provide verifiability of
these. Note that this implies the intercommunicating parties being capable of generating
and verifying digital signatures.

– Encryption affects the performance of the ITS Station (more that symmetric encryption).



• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Requires secure secret key storage for all intercommunicating ITS Station components
(which use asymmetric encryption).

– Requires all intercommunicating parties being capable of generating and verifying digital
signatures.

– Requires larger memory capacity for storage (compared to symmetric encryption) of
personal public key pair, corresponding certificate, TTP’s certificate and public keys
and corresponding certificate of other parties.

– Asymmetric encryption requires larger public and private keys for establishing the same
security level as symmetric encryption. For example, to obtain a 256 bit security level,
a 256 bit (symmetric) AES key is required or a asymmetric 15360 bit RSA key or 512
bit asymmetric ECC key is required.

– Messages could become larger, depending on the used encryption method and encryption
parameters. For example, RSA encrypted message will have the size of (at most) the
size of the used modulus

– Establishment of shared keys, by the use of a key-agreement protocol, introduces a delay
of the initialisation phase (i.e., bootstrapping) of an ITS Station

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– En route message injection and modification (when integrity and authenticity preserver-
ing encryption is used)

– En route message eavesdrop

– To, create probabilistic encryption, one could include a message identifier in the sym-
metrically encrypted data.

B.10 Include a list of allowed applications in each ITS Sta-
tion’s certificate.

Some applications are restricted to a certain set of ITS Stations. For example, emergency vehicles
contain applications that are authorised to send certain emergency messages. Non-emergency ve-
hicles may not have such privileges. In case such applications can be copied or stolen, traffic safety
and efficiency may be affected. To mitigate this problem, each ITS Station certificate should con-
tain a list of authorised applications (and corresponding privileges). A malicious application that
(unauthorised) initiates the broadcast of certain restricted messages, can be detected the Network
Layer by checking the privileges of the messages with the digital certificate.

• Countermeasure strategy
Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Incorrect or malicious applications can not lead to a broadcast of messages that the ITS
Station is not allowed to.



• Disadvantages

– Whenever the set of applications and corresponding permissions change, the digital cer-
tificates need to be revoked or updated.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Only additional check, in software, at the Network Layer.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Incorrect or malicious applications can not lead to a broadcast of messages that the ITS
Station is not allowed to.

B.11 Managing access of applications which require privi-
leges outside their “container” by Management Layer

Applications that share resources, e.g., external memory, must not be able to affect other applica-
tions’ data. The Management Layer should manage access to the shared resources.

• Countermeasure strategy
Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Incorrect or malicious application can not affect data of other applications which is stored
in shared memory.

• Disadvantages

– May affect application performances as the Management Layer may be involved in their
processes.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Additional functionalities for the Management Layer are required, possibly affecting
current ETSI standards.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Incorrect or malicious application can not affect data of other applications which is stored
in shared memory.



B.12 Perform plausibility checks on received messages

In order to detect spuriously generated messages, the message’s content can be verified on its
trustworthiness. For example, the Facility Layer could verify the trustworthiness of ITS message
contents, but also the trustworthiness of traffic safety-related notifications from traffic safety appli-
cations. Which algorithms should be used is out of scope of this document.

• Countermeasure strategy
Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Plausibility of received messages can be verified on basis on the message contents. Hence,
spurious messages may be detected.

• Disadvantages

– Plausibility checks may not detect all spurious messages.

– Plausibility checks affects the performance of the ITS Station.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Perhaps, a faster CPU with more (internal/external) memory is required to implement
the plausibility checks.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– The percentage of detectable spurious messages is dependent on the plausibility check
algorithm. But, clearly, not all spurious messages will be detected.

B.13 Perform a Built-In Self-Test (BIST) during boot time
and during run time of the ITS Station

A so-called Built-In Self-Test (BIST) could detect malfunctioning ITS Station components. How-
ever, this BIST may not detect all maliciously modifications to hardware components. The BIST
should be performed on boot time, but also during run time.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Malfunctioning ITS Station components will be detectable.

• Disadvantages

– Malicious modifications to ITS Station components may still go undetected.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– May delay boot time of the ITS Station.



• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Malfunctioning hardware components will be detectable, but maliciously modified com-
ponents may go undetected.

B.14 Use a secure element

A Trusted Platform Module (TPM), is capable of securely generating and storing cryptographic
keys, as well as storing data in an encrypted form. Furthermore, since each TPM has a unique and
secret RSA key burned into it at production time, it is capable of being authenticated as well. This
TPM could be used to securely store certificates (personal and of TTPs) (as required by digital
signature implementation, cryptographic keys for encryption and for secure storage of MAC keys
and generation of message identifiers.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Intercommunicating ITS Stations, having access to a personal or (group) shared TPM,
will be able to implement message identifiers (e.g., nonce generation and MAC), digital
signatures processing and encryption/decryption, as well as secure storage of other secret
information. All advantages, implied by these implementations, apply here as well (when
implemented).

• Disadvantages

– A TPM must be accessible over a secure channel, otherwise, an attacker could perform
a MITM attack between the ITS Station component and the corresponding TPM. This
may result is the requirement of having tamper-resistant hardware package.

– TPM introduces a delay in processing speed, as before access to restricted ITS Sta-
tion components or processes is granted, authentication and authorisation of the access
requesting component or process has to be verified.

– TPM are relatively expensive, i.e., has a financial impact on the cost of an ITS Station
(component)

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Communication, among ITS Station components, require additional security informa-
tion, hereby consuming more communication bandwidth.

– ITS Station component manufacturers must implement authentication and authorisation
mechanisms to prevent unauthorised user from gaining access to restricted ITS Station
processes.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– An ITS Station hijacker can not perform masquerading attacks by using that ITS Station,
whenever the hijacker does not possess the corresponding ITS Station authentication and
authorisation ticker.



– Unauthorised access to the ITS Station processes is infeasible without possession of a
valid authentication and authorisation ticker.

B.15 Use hardware that is resistant to side-channel attacks

Covert channels may enable influencing and monitoring or protocol stack layers. Resistance to side-
channel attacks is in particular important for protocol stack layers that store and use confidential
information, such as, for example, the Security Layer when digitally signing ITS messages.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Side-channel attacks do not affect processes and confidential information does not leak.

• Disadvantages

– High development costs.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Typically, a secure element is considered resistant to side-channel attacks.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Protocol stack firmware can not be influenced by side-channel attacks and confidential
information does not leak via side-channels.

B.16 Use tamper-resistant hardware

Tampering is the abnormal (malicious) use of ITS Station components. Tampering may enable
processes and data influencing and monitoring.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Hardware tampering does not affect processes and confidential information does not leak.

• Disadvantages

– High development and tamper-resistance certification costs.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Typically, a secure element is considered tamper-resistant.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Protocol stack firmware can not be influenced and confidential information does not leak
by tampering.



B.17 Use tamper-evident hardware

Tamper-evident hardware contains immutable evidence of a tampering event. Hence, this tamper-
evidence may be used as input to the Buil-In Self-Test (see B.13.

• Countermeasure strategy: Asset hardening

• Advantages

– Hardware tampering will not go undetected.

• Disadvantages

– High development costs.

• Implications on the ITS architecture

– Requires expensive tamper-evident hardware.

• Ability to remove relevant threats

– Hardware tampering will not go undetected.
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